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Participation

Is

Dow

Byword

Center

become
new Dow Health
and Physical Education Center which opened
its doors in late August just before students
arrivedon campus to begin the 1978-1979
"Participate, don't spectate!"has

the unofficial slogan of the

academic year.
The $3.6 million,' 86,000 square feet facility, long-awaited on the Hope campus, provides exceptionalfacilitiesto a campus which
has been operatingfor several decades with an
inadequate gymnasium.
A service of dedicationfor the Dow Center
will be held Friday, Oct. 20 in conjunction
with Homecomingweekend.
For some students, it was too good to be
true. "Can we use the pool?" they timidly
asked, and were shocked to be answered with a
nonchalant "yes."
The physical education and recreationdepartment facultyis boasting that the Dow
Center can accommodatesuch a wide range of
activities that all members of the Hope community should find it easy to be involved in
regular exercise programs which will be as
enjoyable as they are beneficial.

"We

as a department are just thrilled with

the opportunity to have this facilityand to be

programsthat will enable the
Hope College community to be physi-

able to develop
entire

cally active," says Dr. George Kraft, associate
professor of physical education and recreation

and director of the

we have

Dow

Center. "The hours

set aside for free use of the facility

indicate that it has been designed for the total

student body, not just the gifted athlete. As
one who has worked with athletes. I'm challenged by the opportunity to get the total
student body involved in some land of physical activity and to help mold and shape attitudes that will be carried throughout life."
Kraft adds that a program for members of
the Holland-area community is also available
and that the staff is "excitedabout extending
our resources in this way."
Designed by the architectural firm of Alden
Dow Associates,Inc. of Midland, Mich.,
the Dow Center is an activity oriented buildB,

ing with emphasis on economy and multiple
use of space. The Center is located on the
southeast corner of campus, with the main
entrance at the corner of Columbia Ave. and
13th St. Physical education department officials predict that the Dow Center, open seven
days a week, will be the most widely used
building on campus.
A unique feature of the Dow Center is that
the buildingputs under one roof facilitiesfor
continued on page 2

Hope Alumnus Appointed

New Dean

for

Admissions

The appointmentof Dr. Phillip A. Fredricksonas Dean for Admissions has been announced by President Van Wylen.
Dr. Fredrickson will be responsiblefor
coordinating the student recruitment program of Hope College.
"This appointmentcomes at a strategic
time for Hope College.Hope has reached the
level of enrollment it hopes to maintain in the
future. This will be an increasingchallengein
the years ahead," said PresidentVan Wylen.
"Dr. Fredrickson brings to the positionan
expertise that will allow Hope to continue to
attract students to the College'sexcellent
academic,programs. "
Dr. Fredricksonhas been Dean of Academic
Affairs at St. Petersburg, Fla. Junior College
since 1968. He has been employed at the
Florida school since 1964, serving previously
as Dean of Students and Dean of Instruction.
. A native of New York, Dr. Fredricksonreceived the bachelor of arts degree from Hope
College in 1950. He did graduate work at
Michigan State University,the University of
Florida and Syracuse University before earning the Ed. D. degree in educationaladministration from Florida State Universityin 1961.
Dr. Fredricksonhas served as a consultant
to high school and junior college systems in
Florida, North Carolina and Texas on topics
such as the role and functionsof administrative personnel, the role of the faculty and administrationin the small community college,
and the effectiveness of the instructional program.
He has been named an Outstanding
Educator in America and was listed in Who's

Who in American College and University
Administration.
He is a World War II veteran, having
served in Italy for the Air Force.
His wife, the former Ann Wolters, is also a
1950 Hope College graduate. They have two
children, Tom, a controller with the U.S. Air
Force, and Sara, a first-year medical student
at the University of South Florida.
Dr. Frederickson fills the vacancy created
by the resignationin July of Dr. Thomas
LaBaugh who began his own admissions consultingbusiness.

Participation
campus
scene

At

Honorary degrees were conferred on two men during Fall Convocation. Pictured from left
Wylen; Board of Trustees Chairman Victor Eimicke; Dr. Ernest
L. Boyer, U. S. Commissioner of Education who received honorary Doctor of Laws
degree; Board of Trustees member Hugh DePree; and Dr. Cornelius Pettinga, recipient of
to right are President Van

Doctor of Science degree.

Education by Inquiry

Dow

Is

Byword

Phys-Ed Center

continued from page 1
both crisis and preventive health care. A
modern health dynamicslaboratoryis equipped to give a complete assessment of physical
responses to exercise and conditioning.Adjacent is a trainingroom which offers modem
therapy treatment. The College'shealth
clinic completes the first-floor health complex. (See story, pages 6-7.)
The Dow Center gymnasium has been designed to accommodate basketball, volleyball,
tennis, badminton and gymnastics. A tan,
rubberizedsyntheticfloor is not only visually
pleasingbut also provides an ideal surface for
active play. The boundaries and foul lines of
four different games have been permanently
plotted in different colors on the floor. A large
cage can be lowered from the ceiling for batting, golf and archery practice and the entire
gym can be separatedinto smaller areas with
ceiling-hung curtains.
Encirclingthe gymnasium is a one-tenth
mile banked balcony jogging track with a surface especially designed for running. Hope
joggersare reported to be especially enthused
by the prospectof having a dry, warm track at
hand during Michigan winters.
Six racquetball/handball
courts are available to enthusiastsof these fast-growing
sports. A balcony overlooks the courts to enhance instructionaland observationaloppori

combines to make this an exceptionallypleasant place to swim."
The Kresge Natatorium has a pool that can
accommodatecompetition in either meters or
yards and also boasts one and three meter
diving boards. The pool allows Hope to offer
comprehensiveprograms in instructional
swimming and to field men's and women's
swimming teams which will compete in the
Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticsAssociation-Tor the first time this season.
On the second floor is a large mirrored
room which is already gaining a reputationas
one of the finest dance studios in the Midwest.
Fericing strips are inlaid in the floating wood
floor and the studio has been equipped with
lighting apparatus for small-scale dance prod-

uctions.

,

Also on the second floor is a carpetedconditioning and weight room, fully equipped with
the finest in exercise equipment. This room is
available to students for leisure-timeconditioning and will be used by conditioning
classes and varsity athletes. A room with padded walls and floor will be used for wrestling,
gymnastics and other activities that demand
this special safety, feature.

The northeastcomer of the buildinghouses
facultyoffices and classrooms. A seminar
room may be used for small classes or meetings. An audio visual room, with stop action
analyzer projectors and videotape equipment,
tunities.
For students,one of the biggestattractions will be used extensivelyby athletes and their
“If education is to exert a moral force in place within a "framework of inquiry," not- of the Dow Center is the Kresge Natatorium. coaches.
With the opening of the Dow Center,
Separated from the spaciousmain lobby by a
society, we must insist that education takes ing that in his opinion morality is developed
place in a moral context," Dr. Ernest
through seriousquestioning, not indoctrina- wall of glass, the pool is the facility'sinterior women athletes have been provided with a
locker room and dressingarea that is comparfocal point. "Beautiful" is the word freBoyer, United States Commissionerof Educa- tion.
tion, told Hope College students and faculty Other goals that the top nationaleducation quently murmured by students and visitors able to that of men athletes. Saunas are located between the shower and locker rooms.
during a convocation address Tuesday, Aug. officer outlined were to increase an awareness when they first view the natatorium.
The Dow Health and Physical Education
"The
atmosphere
of
the
pool
area
is
one
of
29 in Dimnent
of the unity of life and to make a humanistic
its real plusses," says John Patnott, newly- Center was funded through Build Hope, a $10
The convocation signaled the beginning of attitude the bedrock principle of education.
Hope's academic year. Hope is operating
"We tend to focus on fragments rather than appointed director of aquaticsand assistant million fund raising drive brought to successful completion in 1976. The Dow Center is the
professor of education, recreationand athfull capacity this year with approximately on interlockingthreads of knowledge,"he
first major campus buildingerected since 1942
letics.
"The
windows,
the
brick
walls,
the
2,300 students enrolled and dormitories fil1 noted. "This is the time of a student's life
during which the biggest questions press, yet appearance of the spectatorarea — everything to open free of debt.
Honorary degrees were conferred on Dr. rarely are they faced head-on, except in the
Boyer and Dr. Cornelius Pettinga,a
college dormitory or the campus coffee shop.
Hope graduate who is executivevice president This leads to frustrationand disillusionment
of Eli Lilly and Company of Indianapolis.In for many students."
The average high school grade point averEnrollment is again at the full capacityof
conferring the degrees, Hope President
The convictionthat people are important is
age was 3.19 on a four point scale and 64
don J. Van Wylen said it was his hope that "so simple that it borders on sentimentality," the college's physical facilities.
percentof the class ranked in the top fourth of
There is an increase in total enrollment
students might sense in the two
said Boyer. "Yet this remains one of our most
with a headcountof 2,371, an alltime high. their class. The average College Entrance Exhonored — both graduates of small, church- difficult tasks: to deal humanely with each
This comparesto 2,330 last year. The enroll- amination Board scholastic aptitude test
relatedschools — a vision of what their
other."
(S.A.T.) verbal score was 483 and math score
lives might
He cautioned against putting individuals ment includes 2,108 fulltimeand 263 partwas 539. The average American College Testtime
students.
Boyer, who was appointed Commissionerinto pigeon-holes and encouraged the faculty
The breakdown by classes with last year's ing (A.C.T.) composite was 22.9.
of Education in April, 1977, by PresidentCar- to be willing to reveal themselves "as human
The Admissionsstaff will visit approxiin parentheses are: freshmen 633 (646),
ter, said it is imperative that modern educa- beings." He said teachers who voice their own
mately 800 high schools during the school
sophomores 628 (579), juniors 633 (646),
tion turn its attentionto "the qualities of the’ doubts and questions "don't diminish themyear. Alumni and friends who wish to recseniors386 (364) and special students 151
human spirit— old fashioned virtues
selves, they grow dramatic."
(172). There are 26 students participating in ommend potential Hope students are encourtruth, justice, decency and
Boyer concluded that Hope is "almost
aged to contact the Office of Admissions.
off-campus programs.
He dialledthe Hope community to "aet uniquely qualified"to lead the way in the
The admissions office reports that there are
boldly on the convictionsyou hold" and
developmentof education within the
579 men and women enrolled for the first
"confront seriouslythe problem of values." framework of proper goals and values. He
"On most campusestoday there is a timid- cited in particular Hope's emphasis on main- time in any collegeand another 115 who
transferredfrom other institutions.
ity to discuss those things which
raining a spirit of community and the college's
Approximately36 per cent of the new
most.
. Somehow, it is considered
commitment to serving a student'sheart and
freshmen have some previous alumni connectellectually indecent to make up one's mind." body, as well as the mind.
A unique marathon of sorts designed to
tion while 35 per cent stated that their church
The former chancellorof the world'slargest "Keep faith, keep courage," he told stuappeal to the runner, biker or swimmer will be
preference is the Reformed Church in
university.State University of New York, dents. "You have chosen well to have chosen
held at Hope College Saturday, Oct. 21, in
America.
said that history has shown it is possible to be Hope. Gain encouragementby what you feel
conjunction with the dedicationof the Col^ope college
intellectually advanced, yet "morallybank- in yourself,
lege's new Dow Health and Physical Educarupt." He advocated an education which takes
tion Center.

Urged by Commissioner
L.

Chapel.

led.

at

1942

Enrollment at Record Level
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Would you

like to keep in touch with the

weekly happenings at Hope? If you would,
the anchor may be just the thing for you.
The anchor, Hope's weekly student newspaper, can keep you in touch with all that is
happening. For $8.00, the anchor will be
mailed to you fresh off of the presses each
Vol. 9, No.
September/October 1978 Friday. In addition, you will also receive all of
Published for Alumni, Friends and Parents of Hope College.Should you receive more than one the year's back issues from the date that your
copy, please pass it on to someone in your community. An overlapof Hope College constituen- subscriptionrequest is received.
If you are interestedin subscribingto the
cies makes duplicationsometimes unavoidable.
anchor, you may write to the subscriptions
Editor: Tom Renner
manager. Bob Baker, care of the anchor,
Editorial Assistant: Eileen Verduin Beyer
Hope College, Holland, MI 49423. You may
Alumni Director: Mary hammers Kempker
also call him at 616-392-5111ext. 4600 (ofPhoto Credits: Paul Hartje, John Kobus, Martin Wick, George Baumgartner,Douglas
fice) or ext. 4657 (Room). If you wish to

Congdon

subscribe,you may enclosea check or money
from Hope College is published four times a year by Hope College, order for $8.00 payable to the anchor, or if
you wish, we will bill you later.
Holland, Michigan49423
Subscribe now and keep abreast of the hap-

Official Publication:news

85 East 12th Street,
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Run-Bike-Swim

Homecoming

Tagged the Hope Run-Bike-Swim; the
event has been designed for both the competitor as well as the person interestedin these
activitiesat a recreational level, according to
coordinator Glenn Van Wieren.
Competitive runners will cover a 10,000
meter (6.2 miles) course while noncompetitors will run and?or walk one mile. Cyclists will also race 10,000 meters while there
will be a 12-mile scenic lake bike tour for
non-competitors. In swimming, competitors
will race 800 meters (one-halfmile) while
others will participate in a fitness fun swim,
all in the Dow Center pool.
A pre-registration is required for those entering competitive events while those in the
non-competitive areas should register at 8
a.m. on the day of the event. All events will
begin at 9 a.m. from the Dow Center.
Divisions for men will be 14 years and
under, 15 to 19, 20-29, 30-39 and 40 and
over. Divisions for women will be 19 and

i

*

<
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HOMECOMING
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Calendar of Events
Thursday, October 19
by Dr. Richard

T.

11 a.m. — Address, "Philosophyand Business,”
DeGeorge,University ol Kansas, DistinguishedProlessor. (Part of Philosophy and

the

Professions

public torum series),Wlchers Auditorium.

11 a.m.

— Address, "The

Role of Physical Education in

American Society,"

by Richard Keeler, Director ot ProgramDevelopmenttor the President's Council on PhysicalFitness
and Sports, Dimnent Memorial Chapel.

1:30 p.m.

- Address, "Current Trends and

Issues in Physical Education,"

by Dr. Daryl Siedentop, Professor of PhysicalEducation,Ohio State University,Dow Center.

2:30 p.m.

— Address, "The

Role of Science in Physical Education,"

by Dr. D. W. Edlngton,Chairman ol PhysicalEducation Dept,, University ot Michigan, Dow Center.

7

10 p.m.

-

— Open House, Dow Center

Friday,
9:30 a.m.

— Address on “The Curriculum

Dr. Peggy Steig, Professor of

10 a.m.
Dr.

.

October 20
in Physical

Education,"

PhysicalEducation,EasternMichigan University,Dow Center.

— Address on "Health and

Fitness in Physical Education,"

Robert V. Hockey. Professor of PhysicalEducation, NorthernMichiganUniversity,Dow Center.

2:15 p.m.

— Dedication Ceremony, Dow Health and
Open House

—

follow

Physical Education Center:

dedication service.

— Open House, Dow Center
Hope College Concert Band and Jazz
Ensemble in "Music
.", Dow Center.

3:30
7:30 p.m.

will

-

7 p.m.

Kletz Concert, featuring

II.

.

Saturday, October 21

— Cross Country, Hope vs. Adrian, starting from Dow Center
— Hope Run-Bike-Swim,starting from Dow Center
9:30 a.m. — Reunions for Classes of 1968 and 1973
a.m. — Volleyball, Hope vs Kalamazoo Valley College, Dow Center

8:55 a.m.

9 a.m.

10

11:30 a.m.

—

H-Club Luncheon, Durfee Hall (Luncheon

for

H-Club wives, Phelps Hall)

— Football. Hope vs. Adrian, RlverviewPark
After Game — Cider 8f Donuts, Dow Center tennis courts
5-7 p.m. — Open House at Dow Center
6:30 p.m. — Homecoming Buffet, Phelps Hall ($3.50 per person)
2:15 p.m.

Sunday, October 22
11 a.m. — Sunday Worship, Dimnent Chapel.
Chaplain Peter Semeyn preaching. Alumni Chapel Choir will sing an anthem
4 p.m.

—

Faculty

Chamber Recital, Wichers Auditorium.
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Hope Roots Run Deep

campus
scene

The farm in jeopardy, Dirk took up public teachersfor a time; two became ministersin
school teaching so his parentscould pay their the Reformed Church of America; two mardebts. Thoughts of further education
ried pastors; one was a doctor, another a vetabandoned. But after four years things looked erinarian; one was involved in politics.They
brighter, and Dirk returned to Hope, graduat- passed along their love for Hope and many
lege.
ing in 1883. He attended New Brunswick third and fourth generation descendants of
* The story of Hope College in the family of
Seminary for a year, and then transferredto Dirk Scholten also became Hopeites. Frosh
fourth generation Hopeite Mary Muysthe newly-chartered Western Theological Mary Muyskens is the 28th direct descendant
kens is an example of this generationSeminary. The only member of his class, Dirk to enter Hope, a most impressive record. She
spanning tradition.
became the first graduate of Western in 1886. has many more relatives who entered the
Hope College first became grafted into
That spring he married and began his career Scholten family tree through marriage and
Mary's family line with the person of Dirk
as a pastor, becoming. one of the first pioneers are also Hopeites.
Scholten, bom in the Netherlands in the
of the Kansas territory which later
The followinggrandchildrenof Dirk Scholmid-1800s. He was one of nine childrenborn
known as "PrairieView:" He fathered eight ten attended Hope: Elaine Scholten '45,
to his parents,and one of the three who surchildren and sent them all to study at his Alma Rosalind Scholten '47 Gainsborg, Constance
vived infancy.
Mater — 'William '06 (Prep School), George Scholten '45 Bawinkel, Walter A. Scholten,
In 1870 the family came to America after a
'11, Adrian '16, Walter '18, Alfred
Jr. '50, Frances Scholten '49 Rinkus, Sharon
sea voyage of 18 days. They located in RoseMamie (Muyskens) ;22, Alice (Van Zoeren) Thoms Scholten '54, George D. Muyskens
land, a Dutch enclave in south Chicago, and
'25 and Peter
'53, Alice Va^i Zoeren '51 Hermance, Harold
became constructionworkers. At a sturdy 18
"Dirk Scholten and his wife did not
Van Zoeren '53, Robert Scholten '56 and
years, Dirk was selected to lead the other
phasize the making of money in the training Donald Scholten '57.
hodcarriersup the ladder at skyscraper conof their children. They gave them a reverence Also, the following great grandchildren:
structionsites. Large pieces of broken bricks
The Rev. Dirk Scholten,Class of 1883
for education,sound living and
Janet Elaine Stephan '76, Frances Rinkus '72
often came hurtling down from the
bricklayers above, and Dirk, the brunt of the
finally contained less than a block from cam- habits, and a high regard for a life of service to Newall, Donald Rinkus '73, Robyn Rinkus
others," said one acquaintance of the family. '75 Diekman, Colleen Cochran '79, Stephen
barrage,bore scars on his arms for the rest of pus.
All the Scholten children became highly Muyskens '80, Mary Muyskens '82, Susan
his life.
Dirk graduated from Hope Prep in 1875.
respectedand influential citizens in their Hermance '75 Fedak and Gay Hermance '80.
The family united with First Reformed
The same spring his parents purchased an
Church of Roseland and the dominie there
80-acre farm in Sioux County, Iowa. Crops communities.Seven of the eight were
noticed Dirk's propensity for Bible study. He looked fine that summer and one Sunday on
urged the family to send Dirk to school to
the way to church Dirk's father announced
prepare for the ministry. The family had
that on the morrow they could begin reaping
never before even considered such action, but
wheat. But while on the way home, a thick
they made it a matter of prayer and in the fall
black cloud of insects descended on that field
of 1871 Dirk entered Hope Prep School. Early
and the surrounding countryside,destroying
that October, Holland was nearly destroyed
all the grain crops. The infestationrepeated
Nationwide, collegeadmissions is becom- with each academic department head and
by fire. Dirk was one of those who buried his
itself for several years to follow. Fortunately,
ing more challenging each year. Hope Col- learning new developments in all areas.
trunk outside of Van Vleck Hall and then
the Scholtens were good vegetable gardeners
After the announcement of this program,
lege is working harder at continuing to attract
proceeded to help fight the blaze, which was
and their plates were never empty.
quality students who will both contribute to Hope received many applications from friends
and alumni of Hope College who were inand benefit from a Hope education. To
terested in the position. After a series of
achieve this, creativeways of doing traphone calls and written correspondence,three
ditional jobs must be instituted.
The resignation/of Eastern Admissions
counselors were chosen.
Martha Barthel will be Hope's representaCounselor Bill Vandenberg this summer
tive in the western half of New York. A 1919
created a challenge for Hope.
Through various discussionswith college graduate of Westminster College in PennsylOCTOBER
vania, Martha has had two daughters
staff and faculty, a unique plan was set forth.
It was decided to hire three part-time people graduate from Hope: Linda '75 and Ruth
1-29 Roy Alhgren Exhibition; DeWitt Cultural Center Art Gallery, daily: hours posted
'77. Active in the Presbyterian Church,
who could servicetheir specific geographic
FerdinandRoten, Art Show & Sale; Phelps Hall Lounge, 10:00-5:00P.M.
Martha is also certified to teach in New York.
areas.
2-5 Art Film: "Wavs of Seeing," films by John Berger, TBA
The advantages would be numerous: cost She and her husband live at 14 Thomtree
Guest Recital:Maurice Hinson, pianist;Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
Circle, Penfield, NY 14526 and can be reached
Workshop: Maurice Hinson, pianist;Dimnent Chapel, 9:30 to 11:30 A.M.
could be held down as there vyould be less
Dr. Eli Prins, lecturer on Art, TBA
long-distancetraveling,fewer hotel rooms, at 716/377-3018.
DeVos String Quartet: Wichers Auditorium,8:00 P.M.
Covering Syracuse and all points east in
and hence, more homercooked meals
. (all
18 Guest Art Lecturer/Critic:Corrine Robbins, TBA
New York is a 1978 graduate of Hope College,
three not only money savers, but great
19 Music Department Student Recital:Dimnent Chapel, 7:00 P.M.
Wendy Martin. An art history major, Wendy
19,20 Roy Alhgren Serigraph Art Workshop, TBA
morale boosters for admissions officers!).
20 Kletz Concert: Hope College ConcertBand and Jazz Ensemble;Dow Center Gymnasiam, Other benefits would includethe opportunity was vice-presidentof student congress while a
7:00 P.M.
to greatly increase the number of high schools senior. This summer Wendy was a counselor
Music Department Faculty Chamber Music Concert;Wichers Auditorium,4:00 P.M.
visited.
But most importantly it allows, for at a Young Life Camp in New York. She will
26 Guest Lecturer: Allan Davis, composer; Nykerk Hall of Music — Room 100, 10:00 A.M.
be living at Chestnut St. Rf)5, Kingston, NY
27 Allan Davis, recital of compositions; Wichers Auditorium,4:30 P.M.
the counselor and the prospectivestudent,
27 GLENDA MAURICE, mezzo-soprano;Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
12401 and her phone number is 914/338more personalcontact
. which is really what
. 28 Vocal Workshop: GLENDA MAURICE, Wichers Auditorium,10:00-12:00A.M. & 2:004047.
Hope
is all about.
4:00 P.M.
Christine Kazen '69 has been hired to serHope has made a commitment to the necesMusic Department Concert: Hope College Chapel Choir and Hope College Symphonette;
sity of having well-informed, professionals vice the New Jersey-Long Island-Philadelphia
Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
representing the college. With this in mind, areas. Chris had formerly worked on the staff
at Hope while her husband attended Western
the three counselors came to Holland for a
NOVEMBER
weeklong trainingsession which the entire Seminary.During that time, they were also
Workshop: STEPHANIE BROWN, pianist;Wichers Auditorium,2:00-5:00P.M.
AdmissionsOffice conducts each year. The head residentsin the EmersonianHouse.
Young Concert Artist, STEPHANIE BROWN, pianist;Wichers Auditorium,8:00 P.M.
counselorswere housed in the Alumni House, Chris is presently teaching a Bethel Bible seGuest Recital:Sarah Schenkman, cellist and Ken Volkers, pianist;Wichers Auditorium,
ate Saga food, and literally lived as a student ries and is a leader of the youth fellowshipat
4:00 P.M.
Opening Reception for Wally Mason and Joseph DeLuca ; DeWitt Cultural Center An
once again. Hence, the counselors could talk Second Reformed Church in Wyckoff, NJ.
Gallery, 3:00-5:00 P.M.
on a more personal basis with prospectivestu- She and Don live at 120 Ravine Avenue,
5-22 Art Exhibit: Wally Mason and Joseph DeLuca, Western Michigan University Art Depart- dents.
Wyckoff, NJ 07481. Their phone number is
ment Faculty; DeWitt Cultural Center Art Gallery, daily: hours posted
201/447-0337.
The
training
session
itself
included
meeting
Music Department StudentRecital;Wichers Auditorium,7:00 P.M.
10 Guest Recital:Jack Winerock,pianist;Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
11 Delta Omicron Recital;Wichers Auditorium,4:00 P.M.
12 Music Department Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Auditorium,4:00 P.M.
14 Orchestra Concert: Hope College Orchestra; Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
16 Guest Organist: BernardBartennk;Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
17 Senior Recital:Keith Cahoon, pianistand Junior Recital:Sandra Blodgett, clarinetist;
Wichers Auditorium,8:00 P.M.
17,18 Theater Production: One of HenrickIbsen's Master Pieces - TBA
18 Senior Recital:ElaineHildebrand, soprano and Rae Syswerda,pianist;WichersAuditorium,
8:00 P.M.
Hope College Band and Wind Ensemble Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
Grand Rapids Symphony Brass Quintet; Wichers Auditorium,8:00 P.M.
30 Theater Production: One of Henrick Ibsen's Master Pieces - TBA
Behind nearly every Hope generarion student stands a far-reachingnetwork of names,
dates and experiences- which mesh together to
form an uncommon devotion to Hope Col-
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Art Exhibit: Selections from Orville C. Beattie Collection; DeWitt Cultural Center Art
Gallery; daily: hours posted
Theater Production: One of Henrick Ibsen's Master Pieces - TA
ChristmasVespers: Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.
ChristmasVespers: Dimnent Chapel, 2:00, 4:30 and 8:00 P.M.
MadrigalDinner; DeWitt Cultural Center, 7:00 P.M.
Theater Production: One of Henrick Ibsen's Master Pieces - TBA

‘Hope College/Holland Concert Association-Great PerformanceSeries
For turther information contart Hope College 616/392-5111
Hope College Theatre Department-ext.3110
Hope College Art Department-ext.
3170

1

Admissions counselors responsible for recruiting students in the East are (from
Christine Kazen, Martha Barthel and Wendy Martin.

left

to right)

New York Freshman

First

Sixth Generation Student
The first sixth generation student in the
history of Hope College arrived on campus
this fall. Kathryn E. Neevel of Wappingers
Falls, N.Y. entered Hope 121 years after her
great, great, great-grandfather,Adrian
Zwemer, graduated from the Hope Academy
in 1857.
Adrian Zwemer came to America from the
Netherlands in 1849, settling first in New

mmmim
York state and later coming to Holland. He
was licensed as a minister of the Reformed
Church in America in 1858, becomingone of
the earliest ministersin the pioneer Holland
colony.
Kay's great, great-grandfather,James F.
Zwemer, was a member of the Class of 1870.
Like his father, he

became a Reformed Church

minister and in his later career was affiliated
with Western Theological Seminary as a
member of the board and professorof practical
theology from 1907-1916. It is in his honor
that Zwemer Hall, living quarters for seminary students which has also on occasion

housed Hope men, was named.

generation
students

Kay's great-grandfather,S. C. Nettinga,
graduated from Hope in 1900 and also joined
with Western Seminary after pastoring several churches. He was named professor of
historical theology in 1918 and in 1928 became president of Western, serving in these
posts until his death in 1938.
The Rev. Alvin J. Neevel '26, Kay's
grandfather, was a graduate of Western
Seminary and also became a pastor. He served
as a high executive in the Reformed denomination and was married to the former Cornelia Nettinga '27.
Kay's father, the Rev. James Neevel '56,
became a fifth generation ministeras well as a
fifth generationHopei te. He is currentlyserving New HackensackReformed Church,
WappingersFalls, N.Y. For nine years previous he was pastor of Pitcher Hills Community
Church in North Syracuse, N.Y.
Kay's mother, the former Barbara Jeffrey
'56, is active in her community and in Reformed Church women's work. She is coordinator of a Meals on Wheels program and
chaperons the touring Klokkenringers bell
choir of New Hackensack Reformed Church,
of which Kay was a member throughout high
school.
The Neevel family alsoincludesthree boys,
Kenneth, John and Jeffrey.
Naturally, family life is saturated with
stories of Hope College days, Kay reports. But
when it came time for her to choose a college,
her parents' involvement in the selection was
"low key," she says. Her choice for Hope
however, was early.
"I'd visited campus, heard so many good
things about Hope and I just found it to be
very appealing."
Kay plans to major in psychology and
sociology and hopefully become a social
worker. Meanwhile, she has a campus job
with the DevelopmentRecords office and also
gives tours for the Admission Office — after
all, with five generations preceding her, Kay
really knows her way around Hope College!

FOURTH GENERATION STUDENTS ARRIVE ON CAMPUS NEARLY

Lois Hospers '48 Jalving, granddaughter of Clarence Jalving '13 and of Gerrit H. '49 and

Anne

great-grandson of Egbert Winter, Class of 1899; not pictured is Sara Van Anrooy of St.
Joseph, Mich., daughter of John A. '52 and Margaret DeValois '53 Van Anrooy,
granddaughterof Bemadine Siebers '30 DeValois, great-granddaughter of John F. Van
Anrooy, Hope Academy Class of 1876.
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YEARS AFTER

Ameele '19 Hospers, great-granddaughter of Gerrit H. Hospers, Class of 1884; Melissa
Beuker of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., daughter of John T. Beuker '52, granddaughterof
Herman '22 and Margaret Trompen '24 Beuker, great-granddaughter of John Trompen, Hope
Academy Class of 1883, and Anna Becker Trompen, Hope Academy Class of 1880; Chuck
Winter of Kalamazoo, Mich., son of John Winter '57, grandsonof Hartger Winter '27,
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THEIR FOREFATHERS. This year's freshman class boasts seven fourth generation Hopeites.
Picturedare (l. to r.J: James Van Wyk of Tokyo, Japan, son of Gordon '41 and Bertha Vis '41
Van Wyk, grandsonof Amelia ‘Meaning '17 Van Wyk and of Jean A. '10 and Bertha Van
Kolken '09 Vis, great-grandson of Seine }. Meaning, Class of 1890; Roy A. Davis of
Caledonia, Mich., son of Roy A. '44 and Jane Reus '45 Davis, grandsonof William F. Reus
'18, great-grandson of William hammers, Class of 1886 and of Leonard W. Reus, Class of
1890; Mary Muyskens of Eagan, Minn., daughter of George D. '53 and Arlene Ritsema '53
Muyskens, granddaughterof Mamie Scholten '22 Muvskens, great-granddaughter of Dirk
Scholten, Class of 2883; Jill Jalving of Muskegon, Mien., daughter of Marvin James '49 and
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HOPEITES WITH HISTORY: Seventeen Hope frosh
were added to the roster of third generation students
this fall. Pictured are: Row 1 — Gretchen Kleis of
Churchville, Pa., daughter of Carl '54 and Helen
Studdiford '53 Kleis, granddaughter of Clarence Kleis
'19; Christine Vinstra of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
daughter of H. Raymond '58 and Sharon Hackman
'58 Vinstra,granddaughterof Andrew Vinstra '29;
Kim Gnade of Glens Falls, N.Y., daughter of Kenneth '56 and Mari Howard '56 Gnade, granddaughter
of Clarence Howard '30; Lora E. Hanson of Harrisonburg, Va., daughter of David '53 and Helen
Howard '54 Hanson, granddaughterof Clarence
Howard '30; Marla Hoffman of Grand Rapids,
Mich., daughter of Vernon '56 and Carol DeVries '57
Hoffman, granddaughterof Justin Hoffman '22;
Mary Soeter of Green Bay, Wis., daughter of John
R. '57 and Marianne Hageman '58 Soeter,
granddaughterof John J. Soeter,'27; Chris Van Eyl
of Holland, Mich., daughter of F. Phillip '55 and
Miriam J. Gemmill '53 Van Eyl, granddaughterof
Harold Gemmill '56; Sally Tien of Grandville,
Mich., daughter of John W. '52 and Yvonne Deloof
'52 Tien, granddaughterof John Tien '25; Row
2 — Nancy Scholten of Holland, Mich., daughter of
Eugene '50 and Joyce Mulder '54 Scholten,
granddaughter of John R. Mulder '17; Mae Monroe
of Romeo, Mich., daughter of Donald '53 and Eleanor
Johnson '54 Monroe, granddaughterof Catherine
Sterken '27 Monroe; Jon Veldman of East Lansing,
Mich., son of Jerold '55 and Lois Tomga '56 Veldman,
grandson of Jerry '25 and Adelaide Borgman '25 Vel- dman; Row 3 — Cathy Bast of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
daughter of Robert L. '58 and Janet Wessels '59 Bast,
granddaughterof Henry Bast '30; Peter V. Koeppe
of Stillwater, Okla., son of Roger E. '44 and Norma
Lemmer '44 Koeppe, grandsonof Edwin W. '14 and
ElizabethRenskers '20 Koeppe; Paul Bosch of Kingston, N.Y., son of Randall B. '53 and Carol Jacobs '54
Bosch, grandson of Randall C. '26 and Marthena
Bayles '26 Bosch and of Henry '14 and Carol VerMeulen '09 Jacobs; James VandeWaa of Zeeland,
Mich., son of Alfred '47 and Barbara Van Dyk '49
Vande Waa, grandson of Arie Van Dyk '18; not
pictured are Eric Ortquist of Beacon, N.Y., son of
Milton '58 and Janet Kinney '56 Ortquist,grandson
of Delbert Kinney '26; and Scott Van Verst of River
Forest, III., son of George '58 and Mary Vugteveen
orandium nf Pa

close-up

Dow

Has Unique Health Care

"The focus of the Dow Center is unique
because it combines health care with preventive medicine," says Dr. William Vanderbilt,
chairman of the department of physical educa-

first. Now I just have a few more tools to
work with."
The trainingroom includes devises for
exercise therapy and traction.

"One

tion and recreation.

"What our programsintend to

do is enhance the total well-beingof each individual
student,the non-athleteas well as the athlete.
By placing the health care services in the Dow
Center, we are able to provide a combination
of services that is truly unique."
The "health care complex"is located to the
left of the main entrance of the Dow Health
and Physical Education Center. Contained in
the area are the health clinic,health dynamics
laboratoryand trainingroom.
Vanderbiltnotes that the close proximity of
these three facilitiesresults in creatinga
strong statement of a unified approach to
health maintenance. In addition,he cites increased opportunitiesfor staff interaction and
the streamlining of health records as important benefits resulting from the efficient floor
plan.

TRAINING

ROOM

"You can tell when a person is really hurtworked on enough of 'em," says
Dr. Lawrence ("Doc") Green, professor of

ing if you've

physical education.
And Doc should know. As trainer, he's
worked on every Hope athlete to have come
through the locker room with an injury during the past 26 years. When he joined the
faculty in 1952, the physical education department was a one-man, one-woman operation. Green began taking over the responsibilitiesof long-time coach and trainer Jack
Schouten,who was to retire the following
year. In the years ?ince, the department has
grown to include 12 faculty members. But in
the training room, Doc Green is still number
one and his expertiseis given the highest
regard. "No one ever violates Doc's decision
regarding an injury," notes one coach. "If
Doc says an athlete doesn't play, he doesn't
play and nobody — not the athlete, not the
coach — nobody questions that decision."
Surroundedby new equipment and the
latest tricks of his trade. Green is obviously
one of the most delighted new occupants of

Dow.
With three whirlpools instead of but one,

—

severalelectrotherapyinstruments
including a galvonic stimulator,a medcosonolator and a diothermy unit — as well as
a lot more space, Green says nevertheless
his approach won't change:
"The student'sphysical welfare comes

of the problems with.athletesis that

much contracting
without also stretching.They're not flexible
enough," says Green.
An adjacent taping room will allow Green
or one of his student assistants to quickly deal
their muscles have done too

with this need.
Original blueprintscalled for a two-room
trainingcenter, with separate facilitiesfor
men and women. But Green pointed out that
such an arrangementwas not the norm, and
certainlynot necessary since he'd been successfully treating men and women athletes in
one location throughout his career. The plans
were redrawn and the Hope training room
remains coed.
on the relationship between diet, exercise and
health. (See story below.) At mid-semester
each Health Dynamics participantwill visit
"All through the years, we've bent over
the Health Dynamics laboratoryand undergo
backwardsto give rehabilitative therapy to
fairly extensive testing in order to compilerour athletes. Now it's going to be possible to
data regarding his or her current health
give the same kind of treatment to the general
status. Following the laboratory testing will
student body."
And that, in Doc Green's eyes, is the essen- be individualcounseling and opportunitiesto
become regularlyinvolved in a variety of
tial progress brought about by the Dow
games and other forms of activity.
Center.
Participants will be asked to continue to
voluntarilysubmit data throughout their colHEALTH DYNAMICS
lege careers,but no mandatory program is
Surroundedby $40,000 worth of sophisti-- planned beyond the freshman year. At the
beginning of 1979, Peterson anticipates he
cated instruments designed to measure a host
and his staff will begin to extend the program
of physiologicalresponses.Dr. Richard Peterto the College faculty and staff, as well as to
son hardly looks like a pioneer.
the Holland community.
But that's how he sees himself and he conWith the laboratorynow complete and the
siders ventures like the Hope-KelloggHealth
program underway, Peterson says, "There's
Dynamics Program to be the new frontier.
nothing I would have liked to have done that I
"Tin an exercise physiologist.I'm a scienwon't be able to do. We have everything here
tist," says Peterson," and at the Universityof
that's important to have in a program like
Northern Colorado (his previous appointthis one."
ment) I was working with other scientists
"Everything"includes six ergometers
on front-line, frontier research.But to me,
one treadmilland five stationarybicycles
most of the answers are in now. Previously
which enable laboratory techniciansto set a
the generation of facts through research was
standard work regimen and then measure the
the frontier. Now it's getting those facts
participant's cardiovascular
and pulminary reout before people so they'll do something
sponses to that exercise. The work load is meaabout it. That's why Tm here. And I'm
sured in METS, Peterson explains,with one
excitedto be here."
MET being the metabolicrate that occurs durPeterson came to Hope early last spring as
ing rest. Everyone has essentially the same
developer and director of the new Hoperesting MET. Most healthy college-agestuKellogg Health Dynamics program and asdents are able to tolerate a work load of 13-15
sociate professorof physicaleducation,recreMETs. An athlete who has been involved in a
ation and athletics. This fall all freshmen,
program of regularexercise is able to increase
except for special cases, are enrolled in a
to

Green likes his up-front location and plans
maximize its potential-

LABORATORY

—
—

'

Health Dynamics course. Currently they are
involved in the academic component of the
course which provides accurate information

son predicts it won't be needed until the pro- •
gram is extended to adults where there is a |
higher chance of latent cardiovascularmal-^f

functioning. ^

Tucked in a corner of the lab is a hydrostatic
weighing tank, better known as the "dunk
tank." Working on the principle that fat tissue floats and lean tissue sinks, the tank is
used to measure one's body weight in water, i
This figure is then compared to the "dry land'T I P
weight and a determinationis made regardi
"mg ’
the body composition of a participant.
More sophisticatedinstruments include
oxygen and carbon-dioxideanalyzers,a
pneumoscan and a physiograph.
Each Health Dynamics participant will ^
undergo an exercise tolerancetest on an eti
gometer, a "dunk tank" test, complete pulmonary testing, and an assessment of
physical performance parameters such as
strength, reactiontime, and various other
components of fitness.

Health Dynamics,

A Fre
This

fall

an unusual and much-publicized

program in health fitness has been introduced
to the Hope College curriculum. Bearing th^
officialname of "The Hope-KelloggHealths f
Dynamics Program," this new program pro-

vides all freshmen with both instructional and
17-20 METs.
electrocardiographis availablefor use \ participatoryintroductionsto health -fimess.
with the stress testing equipment, but Peter- During the course of the two-semester program, students will receive individual fitness
evaluations,regular activity opportunities,^
individual counseling and information on the?

that load to

An

between diet, exercise and
DynamicsProgram, funded by a grant from the Kellogg
relationships

health. The goal ofthe Health

Foundation of Battle Creek, Mich., is to create
positive attitudes toward health fitness and to
instill health-promoting habits into students’V
lifestyles.

During this first year of operation.News
from Hope College readers may follow closely
the experiencesof one Health Dynamics participant. Dirk DeRoo of Orlando, Fla., has
agreed to keep a journal to record his imprest
sions of the new program and to describe its*
components.Portions of his journal entries
will be printed in this year's four issues of
News from Hope College.
Dirk, the son of the Rev. and Mrs. Harold
De Roo '46, studied journalism for fivesemes-< :
ters at Lincoln High School in Gahanna, v ,
Ohio, where he was also a sports writer and
featureseditor for the student newspaper.
While in high school,he was selected to participate in a journalism workshopat Ball State >
University.Dirk is currently "leaving things,'|
open" as regards his career choice, but is con-< •
sidering a major in communicationor political
science.

His

first

AUGUST

_fi.

The

first

two journal entries appear beloy.

30, 1978
day of

my

i

college career is over.

proach

close-up

Although Peterson'sinitialreactionto
Hope freshmen is that they look “disgustingly healthy," he maintains there is work to

be done:
"A lab like this enables people to get in
touch with themselves. If a problem exists, it
shows up here. And that's the first step."

HEALTH CLINIC
Sharon Blanksma, R.N., director of health
^services, and her staff of nurses thought
'i their old clinic in Bouma Cottage might have
' one small advantage over new headquarters
in the Dow Center:
"Things were so homey and informal at
Bouma. Sometimesstudentssaid they liked to
1 come there because it remindedthem of
-f home. We were a little afraid of losing, that
-

warm, homey atmosphere."

But the nurses have joined the ranks of
Dow Health
and Physical Education Center. The new
Health Clinic includestw6 modern treatment
rooms, a central lab and medicine room, a
large room for the recordsthat must be kept
for seven years, an emergency treatment
room, and a three-bed infirmary.
k
Hope's clinic offers daily out-patientcare
'ater., administered by a team of nurses under the
tand? ( / direction of a team of local physicians.One of
rdin^ I ,, these physiciansis on duty in the clinic one
morning a week. At other times the clinic staff
ide
arranges for an appointment in one of the
physician'soffices and provides transportation if necessary.On weekends students call
ill
i the physician'sexchange. This system has
n eti 1 receivedmuch publicity as a method of propul' viding superior medical care for college students.
as
According to Mrs. Blanksma, who is in the
her
midst of training for nurse practitioner certifi^ cation, the clinic'snew location will enable the

.
I

the enthused occupants of the

is

.

nurses to work in the trainingroom and become involved in administering Health
Dynamics testing.
Althoughmost of the clinic'sequipmentis
new, the nurses brought a little of Bouma
cottagewith them: in the infirmary are several Emerson radios which bear the inscription "Dedicated to the infirmary by the Knic-

kerbocker Fraternity,1948." In the midst of
all the new gleam of the Dow Center, they're
a nice connection to the past. And besides,
notes Nurse Blanksma,they still work.

Financial Aid Process

'Humanized'

at

Hope

The cost of financingan education at a private American college or universityhas increased over 75 per cent during the past dec- — v ''
ade. tittle

wonder

that financial aid offices

have become popular spots on college campuses. And Hope is no exception to these
trends.

reshmans Viewpoint
cited

see the course requiredbecause people will be

luced

directly exposed to a complete health and fit-

8^

more so
than other societies,are used to a push-button
society with more instantconveniences to
come in the future. But each person will be
directly or indirectly involved with a health
problem at some time in his or her life. And in
many of these cases, the problem will be a
result of neglectingproper health care. But by
receivingthe necessary instructionnow, we
will know what the risks are and how to prevent many of those risks in the future.
ness atmosphere. I think Americans,
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assignment after another. Finally 2:30 came
around, which meant one more class to go.
That class was Phy. Ed. 140 H, or the new
-sof
Health Dynamics program.
, Being a real lover of sports, I was looking
larold
:mes-|j forward all day to this "change of pace"
course which would provide an athletic atmosphere. I rememeber receiving materialsover
rand
the summer explaining the goals of this
jer.
course. I was surprised at how specialized each
jparState,;, area of study seemed to be.
After our classroom was filled with
hingSj j
iton-t* freshmen, Mr. John Patnott,one of the
Health Dynamics instructors, spoke briefly
litical
about the course objectives and the importance of physicalfitness. But he also stressed
elor
that mental fitness is as important as physical
fitness,because how we think determines
how we live, act and look.
1 was impressed at how the course will be
be its' v
itries

6,

1978

,

can easily see that Mr. Patnott,our in-

structor, practices what he teaches: he carries

a solid, healthy-looking physique.
He began class today by asking for feedback
on the last handout he gave us, which dealt
mainly with the importance of good health
and fitness and how individuals place these in
their value systems. He had receivedsome
mixed reactions in earlier classes,but our class
really saw the need to be health conscious.
Then we saw a movie on the importance of
jogging as one form of exercise. The real-life
accounts proved that running lowers the
amount of heartbeatsper minute and reduces
fat build-up in arteries. It's never too late to
start, as witnessed in the film by a 103-yearold man who ran six miles each morning in
the hills of San Francisco.
Looking at myself, my arms tend to be
weak but I have strong legs on the whole. By
participating in' basketball,tennis,and
baseball in high school, my legs received good
hard workouts. But once those seasons were
over, I could tell my legs had lost some
strength. Currently I'm probably in my worst
physical shape due to devoting time to studies
and other things. I must force myself to get

"The sheer volume of familieswe work
with has increased significantly. And often
these families are more anxious, more frustrated, sometimes even frantic," says Bruce
Himebaugh, director of financial aid.
But the dollar-figures and the facts of
financingan education at Hope Collegeare by
no means cold and hard, Himebaugh contends: last year, 75 per cent of the full-time
study body receivedfinancial assistance, and
of the total student body 55 per cent demonstrating need were awarded a financial aid
package averaging $2,300.
The chances of-help from Hope are excellent, says Himebaugh, and it is the intent of
his office to inform students and parents of
the possibilities.Moreover, they work hard to
"humanize" the financial aid process.
"Admittedly, obtaining financial aid means
forms, red tape, deadlines and waiting. Although the process has been simplifiedrecently through the use of a standard Financial
Aid Form, it still can be a confusing and
somewhat dehumanizingexperience.We try
to help families and students feel more at
ease."
Himebaugh has structuredhis office to reflect its philosophy: staff members Gail Smith
and Phyllis Kleder use the title of counselor,
rather assistants to the director. Together,
they are committedto effectively promoting,
managing and directing the office's resources
to assure that no qualified student is denied
admittance to Hope because of financial need.
And they mean what they say. The Financial Aid staff works to keep on top of possible
changes in regulationsso they can inform
parents of the implicationsof such changes
before they occur. They hand-review each
statement of need receivedfrom the College
ScholarshipService. And they give applicants
plenty of time to decide on acceptingor rejecting the Hope package.
"We feel a person's educationalchoice is
too important for that land of pressure. We
want them to carefully choose the school
they'll be attending.It doesn't help us or the
student if after one semester they decide to
transfer,"notes Himebaugh.
Financialaid is available in the form of

employment.The two biggestprograms currently are the Michigan Basic Grant and the

GuaranteedStudent Loan programs.
Phyllis Kleder,student employment counselor, reports that approximately 1,100 stu-

dents fill 1,400 jobs on campus, with Saga
Food Service and the Dow Health and Physical
Education Center being the largest employers.
Although some merit scholarshipsare
awarded (Presidential Scholarships,National
Merit Scholarshipsand Michigan State Legislature Merit Awards),most financial aid is
awarded to Hope students on the basis of
need.
"It's all based on the availability of dollars.
Last year, we were able to assist all needy
studentswho applied within the deadline. The
money for merit scholarshipshas to come
from somewhere.Our philosophy has always
been to help those who need it most. It's our
feeling that the top scholar picks an institution

on the basis of academic excellence,not the
amount of merit scholarshipbeing awarded."
The Financial Aid Office takes pride in its
insulationfrom externalpressure."A financial aid policy must be uniformly administered. Decisionsmust be made on the basis of
facts and policy, not on the basis of emotion or
outside pressure," Himebaugh emphasizes.
Despite an increasein the average family
income of Hope students,Himebaugh says
that because of inflation they have no greater
purchasing power.
"There hasn't been much of a shift in the
student body makeup. Hope still has a middle
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Alumni Happenings
gridiron. Bob De Young and Dr. Gordon Van
Beginning with this issue of News from
Wylen brought the guests up to date on new
Hope College Mary Kempker, assistantdirector of college relations for alumni affairs, happenings at the College. The Dow Center
reports on recent and upcoming events on the Dedication and plans for future campus develAlumni Association calendar.
opment were explained.

Summer

Sun
. Green Grass
. Hopeful
Hopeites ... all combined to provide Fun in
the Sun for Hope Alumni and friendswho
gathered in Kalamazoo and Holland for the
annual Hope Golf Outings. Very recent grads
to the 50 Year Circle as well as the fairer sex
were represented.
.

.

.

.

August means time for students to arrive on
campus with all the excitement and promise of

another good year. This year is special in that
the Dow Health and Physical Education
Center is ready for use. Holland-Zeeland area
alumni and friends had an opportunity to preview the Dow Center on August 24. A picnic
was held in the Pine Grove after which
alumni, friends and their families had an opIn Kalamazoo the event was chaired by John
portunity to tour the Dow Center and use the
VerSteeg'65. His wife Linda Tiezzi '66, along
facilities.About 400 people toured and used
with her gourmet committee, served the
the facilitiesamongst ooo's and aaah's . .
yummy spaghettidinner which followed in isn't
it beautiful!,what a change from CarKalamazoo's Second Reformed Church. The
negie!, I might have liked gym!, to what a
American Legion Country Club was the setgreat facility!
Alumni in the audience of freshman orientationprogram "taught" new students words of
ting for the Holland event. Chaired by Dave
the Alma Mater hymn. Each alumnus was responsiblefor one word in the hymn, holding
Kempker '54 golf was followed by a buffet
The Dow Center is available for alumni and
up a sign of that word and then singing it as the song, progressed.
dinner served in the Country Club dining
friends of Hope to use at specified times. It is a
rooms.
total facility that has much to offer people of
. Football
. Homecoming!
nowhere, trunks, stereos, lofts, clothes, bicy- Falling Leaves
all ages, shapes and sizes. The Center staff
October
21
will
bring
Hope
Alumni
back to
cles,
etc.
arrived
en
masse.
Almost
700
new
Clarence Lubbers '24 shot his 85th and 92nd
encourages you to come and look and consider
studentswere arriving on campus. Eighty five campus for the Annual Homecoming fesround of the year, playing at both Kalamazoo participating. Memberships are available to
tivities.The Classes of '68 and '73 will be
of these students are sons and daughters of
and Holland. Clarence Jalving '13 shot a birdie
the Greater Holland community. If you live a
on the 1st hole on the Legion course. Prizes distance from Holland you can use the Center Hope alumni. Warren Kane, alumni associa- holding reunions. We hope to see many of
you at these happenings. There will be a new
tion president,hosted a receptionin the
representativeof Hope were awarded at both
as a guest on a limited basis for a small guest
Alumni
House
for these parents.It was fun to format this year. The Reunion committees
events.
fee. Telephoneahead to arrange for admitsee people we hadn't seen for 20 years, to see are excitedabout the possibilities.Come and
tance.
the changes in acquaintances,to renew old
renew old acquaintancesand reminisce about
Ray Smith was the featured speaker at both
acquaintances,to see the changes on campus, the carefreedays you spent at Hope.
events. Ray spoke about the coming fortunes Saturday, August 26, brought a change to
to talk to friends.
.
Hope's campus. Cars materializedout of
of the Hope Flying Dutchmen this fall on the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alumni Fund Has Record Goal
A record-seekinggoal of $385,000 and 5,200 donors for the 1978-79 Alumni Annual Fund
has been announced by National Chairman Warren Kane '57.
The 73 alumni who will representtheir classmatesas Class Representativeswill attend a two
day conference on campus Homecoming Weekend, Oct. 20-21.
The conference will have a "Dedicate Yourself to Hope" theme with Representatives
participating in the dedicationactivities for the new Dow Health and Physical Education
Center.
The goal is an increaseof nearly $40,000 over the record amount donated by alumni last
year. The 77-78 campaignset alltime recordsin both dollars and donors as the percentage of
participation increased to 40% of the college's 12,488 active alumni.
Because of their commitment to the Annual Fund, the College'sBoard of Trustees has
pledged $75,000 as a challengegrant. This money will be used to match new donations of $25
or more and increasesof $25 up to $500.
More than 300 alumni volunteers will be participating in Annual Fund phonathonsduring
the campaign. Approximately10,000 alumni parents and friends will receive a personal call
from a fellow Hopeite.

Class Representatives
PreparatorySchool
Clarence Jalving
Holland, Michigan
1901- August

1910

1931 Marian Anderson Stryker
Holland, Michigan

1932 Howard C. Schade
Seminole, Florida

Veenker

1933 Nella DeHaan Mulder

Camarillo, California

Chicago, Illinois

Trompen Beltman and 1934 Marie Verduin Walvoord
1916 Henry Beltman
Holland, Michigan

The schedule of phonathonsby area is as follows:
Albany-Schenectady,
N.Y. November 13 Rochester-Buffalo,N.Y.
November 15
Ann Arbor,
November 14 San Francisco,Calif.
November 9
November 8
November 7 SouthernN.J.
November 14
Detroit,
November 15 Syracuse, N.Y.
November 6
Holland-Zeeland,
November 27, Texas
November 6
28, 30 and December 4
Washington,D.C.
November 8
November 9 Other phonathonsare planned this fall in
Kalamazoo,
October 23 Massachusetts, North Carohna, Washington
Lansing,
November 13 State, New York City, Connecticut, New
Los Angeles,
November 8 Hampshire, Long Island, and Western MichiMidland,
November 16 gan. Phonathons are scheduled next spring in
Northern
November 9 Florida, Wisconsin and Iowa and in Grand
November 16 Rapids, Muskegon and Grand Haven, MichiNovember 7 gan.

Mich.
Arizona
Mich.

Mich.

Illinois
Indiana
Mich.
Mich.
Calif.
Mich.
N.J.

Ohio

Pennsylvania

1948 Marian Terborg Toren and George 1964 Gretchen Hull Lemmenes and
Toren
Larry Lemmenes
Waupun, Wisconsin
Maplewood, Minnesota
1949 Peggy Prins DeHaan
Holland, Michigan

1965 Marion Hoekstra

1950 Phyllis Sherman Booi

1966 Alvema Hovingh De Visser

1911- Sara Helene

Garden Grove, California
1917- Amelia Menning Van
1918 Holland, Michigan

Wyk

1919 Harriet Baker Prins
'Clearwater, Fla.

1935 M.

Clymer, New York
1936 Doris Van Lente Neckers
Clymer, New York
1937 Allen B. Cook

1920 George H. Vanderborgh
Lakeland, Florida

1921 Deane Weersing Klaaren
Holland, Michigan
1922 Winfield Burggraaff
Staten Island, New York

1923

Bert

Brower

Grand Haven, Michigan
1924 Mary Visscher Verduin
St. Joseph, Michigan
1925 Marian Van Vessem Steggerda
Holland, Michigan

1926 Marion Pennings
Grand Haven, Michigan

1938 Kenneth H. Hesselink
Grandville, Michigan

_

1953 Nella Pyle Burton
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Grand Haven, Michigan

1969 Mary Lynn Koop Arwady and

1954 Helen Van Loo

George Arwady
Saginaw,Michigan

Grosse Pointe, Michigan

1940 Henry A. Mouw
Holland, Michigan

1956 Janet Soeter Veldman
Austin, Texas

1941 Helen Van Kooy Marcus

1957 Richard H. Gould
Coral Springs, Florida

Holland, Michigan

1942

Lileeth

Brouwer VanArk

Holland, Michigan

1943 Janet Clark DeVries and
Calvin DeVries
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Fritzi

1958 Edwin Fuder
Holland, Michigan

1959 Susan Graves Van Kuiken
Ada, Michigan

1960 Ronald Boeve
Holland, Michigan

Yonkman Sennett

Holland, Michigan

1961 Adina Yonan Van Buren and
Wallace Van Buren
Westmont,

Kalamazoo,Michigan

1946 Max D. Boersma

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Jenison, Michigan

Kalamazoo,Michigan

1968 Mary Jane Muller Duitsman and
David Duitsman

1971 Suzanne BroekstraHondorp and
William Hondorp

1945 Mary Aldrich Van Dis

1930 Jac H. Tigelaar

1952 Richard C. Caldwell
Ann Arbor, Michigan

1970 Susan Daniels Schecter

Lake Forest, Illinois

1928

Mouw

1951 John P. Van Eenenaam
Grand Haven, Michigan

1967 Donna Droppers Oudersluys and
Mark Oudersluys

1955 Linda Miner Hoffman
Grand Rapids, Michigan

1939 Orville C. Beattie

1944

Lester Kuyper
Holland, Michigan

Hudsonville, Michigan

Chalfont, Pennsylvania

Coopersville,Michigan

1927 Vernon D. Ten Cate
Holland, Michigan

1929 Dirk

6

Carlyle Neckers

Lauren, Maryland

1962 Thomas Plewes
Annadale, Virginia

Grand Rapids, Michigan

_

1947 Elaine Meeusen DePree
Zeeland. Michigan

Illinois

_

1963 Robert O. Klebe
Manchester.Mi^onri

Muskegon, Michigan

Grand Rapids, Michigan
1972 Jos Willems Gentel
New Era, Michigan
1973 Timothy Brown
Hudsonville, Michigan
1974 Cathy WalchenbachKoop
Holland, Michigan
1975 Deborah Maxwell
South Haven, Michigan
1976 James Donkersloot
Iowa City, Iowa
1977 David Teater
Holland, Michigan
1978

Wendy

Martin

1920's
Elizabeth Zwemer '21 Pickens is the second
violinist in the Cape Ann (Mass.) Symphony Orchestra. She is a member of St. John's Episcopal
Church Women's Auxiliary in Gloucester.
Dr. Bamerd M. Luben '26 came out of retirement

interim pastor of that congregation before his appointmenton April 1.

vice officer

H-people

and former Deputy Assistant Secretary

of State for Technological Affairs,has visitingfaculty appointmentat Harvard's John F.
School of Government.

1930's

Kennedy

Dr. Lester Kieft '34 was the 1978 recipientof the John Van Eenenaam '51 has been elerted presiPhilip L. and Dessa H. Harriman Award for signifi- dent of the Ottawa County (Mich.) Bar for the
cant contribution to the intellectual and culturallife 1978-79 term.
Edith Myers '51 Mcllvride graduated magna cum
of Bucknell University and the surroundingcommunity. Professor Kieft is chairmanof the chemis- laude from Oakland University, with departmental
honors.1She earned a bachelor's degree in history.
try departmentat Bucknell.
Paul Fugazzotto '35 is serving his ninth year as Donald R. Muller '53 is the grounds superintendent of F. E. Callaway Estate in LaGrange, Ga.,
directorof Nevada State Health Laboratory in Reno
and Las Vegas. Paul is chairman of the Christian which boasts a five acre, 100-year-old formal boxCommitmentCommittee and financialsecretaryof wood garden.
Congregational United Church of Christ in Reno. John Corry '54 is the author of an article on New
York GovernorHugh Carey which was published as
1940's
the cover feature in the June 11 issue of The New
York Times Magazine. John is a reporter and colFlorence Vanden Berg '40 Daniels has retired
from teaching in West Ottawa public schools,Hol- umnist for The New York Times.
The Rev. Arie R. Brouwer '56 receivedan honorland, Mich.
William Terwillinger'40, Ph.D., is professor of ary Doctor of Divinity degree from Central College,

t

J

Pella,

English at Ithaca College, N.Y.

Iowa.

Richard E. Ten Haken '56, Ed.D., is vice president of the Reformed Church in America's General dent of the New York State Teachers' Retirement
Board. He served as educational and management
Synod at the annual meeting last spring.
Harold E. DesAutels '47 has retiredfrom public consultant and advisor to the Oil Companies School
in Tripoli,Libya during April. While on the overschool teaching in Phoenix, Ariz.
Dr. Rodger W. Decker '49, directorof rehabilita- seas visit, Richard continued work with the International Schools in The Hague, Amsterdamand
tion servicesat St. Andrews Presbyterian College,
Rotterdam where the BOCES, of which he is chief
has been appointed to the North Carolina GoverThomas Ten Hoeve '56, president of Butler
nor's Task Force on Housing. Rodger, professor of
(Penn.) Community College, was selectedby the
American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges and the National Science Foundationas
one of nine U.S. scholars to take part in a
Washington D.C. "Science Roundtable."The purpose of the group is to organize a nationalprogram
of community forums in collegeson issues concerning the natural sciences.Thomas recently returned
Vergil H. Dykstra '49, Ph.D., has been
A diver, surrounded by amphorae, holds a glass bottle, resembling those crafted by ancient appointed administrativevice presidentof
from England, where he was chief accreditation
Muslim artisans.
consultant to Richmond College, London, as a repMontgomeryCollege, Rockville,Md.
resentativeof the Middle States Association of.ColPhotograph by Jonathan Blair © National Geographic Society.
In his new post Dykstra is an advisor to the
leges and' UniversitiesA
president in matters dealing with college
Carol DeVries '57 Hoffman earned her M.A. in
planning and development.Other responlearning disabilities from St. Xavier College,
sibilitiesencompass areas of budgeting, data
Chicago.
Dr. Chris Buys '66 claims that almost
systems, finance, college facilities, personnel, Sue Underwood '57 Ten Hoeve was named the
But Buys describesthe expeditionas the
everyone at one time or another fantasizes experience of a lifetime and hopes to be in- public information, procurementand super- first woman directorof the Butler County (Penh.)
about diving for sunken treasure.This
volved in future dives off the coasts of Africa vision of affirmativeaction and auxiliaryen- United Way Campaign.
Sallie Smith '58 Boal was ordained an elder in
summer he was able to live out that fantasy as and China. He says he likes the varietypro- terprises.
Fisherwick Presbyterian Church,Belfast,Northern
a member of an underwater excavation team vided by his two interests. "Psychology tends
Prior to accepting his new post, Dykstra
which explored an Islamic ship wrecked off to be rather inside and bookish and I learned to was presidentof George Mason University, Ireland.
Roger Garvelink '58 is superintendent of schools
Fairfax, Va. As president,he saw the school
the coast of Turkey approximately 1,000
appreciatethat this summer. I also learned
in Birmingham, Mich.
years ago.
what it is to be a student — and that helps make grow from 4000 to 9000 studentsand initiated Mary Hunter '58 Schmidt and her family have
The .excavationgroup was headed by Dr. me a better teacher."
the first non-traditionaldegree program at a spent two months touring the United States this
senior public institution. Dykstra also introGeorge G. Bass of Texas A & M University,
Buys is married to the former Beth Van
summer. They began their journey in Pennsylvania
who is one of the world's leading nautical Kuiken '67. After the expedition,they met in duced th6 concept of a regionalpublic univer- and amidst their wanderingsstopped in HoUand to
archeologistsand has developed innovative Athens and toured the Mediterranean before sity and was an active part of Fairfax County view the changesat Hope since graduation.
Lois Thoms '59 Dickason is a physical therapist
underwater excavation techniques.Buys, al- settling back into the academic schedule in
and northern Virginia community affairs.
working part-time in two nursing homes in
though associate professorof psychology at Viaoria.
As of 1977 Dykstra has been senior consulKalamazoo,Mich.
the University of Houston/Victoria Campus,
tant for the American Association of State
Theodore '59 and Elizabeth Withers '61 DuMez
was a student on the expedition.He is 15
Colleges and Universitiesin Washington,
recently returned from London where Theodore
hours short of a master'sdegree in anthropolD.C. Earlier positionsinclude vice president was working for the CIA. They are now living in
ogy from Texas A & M, and was one of five
for administration(1964-1969) and professor Arlington, Va.
graduate students who accompanied five proof philosophy of education (1969-1973) at the Wayne Vriesman '59 has been named station
fessors to Turkey for the third and final year
State Universityof New York, Binghampton. manager of WGN Radio, Chicago.of the Islamic ship's excavation.
Dykstra graduated magna cum laude from
1960's
The expeditionwas partially funded by the
Hope and received his master's and doctor's
Clyde
LeTarte
'60
is vice president for academic
National Geographic Society and last sumdegrees in philosophy from the University of
affairs at Triton College, River Grove, 111.
mer's work was featured in the June, 1978,
Wisconsin.
Nancy Plewes '61 Kehoe is chairwoman of the
issue of National Geographic Magazine.
Washtenaw County (Mich.) United Way Budget
Buys notes that after the article was printed,
and Evaluation Committee. Nancy is the first
the sunken ship was covered with sand bags to
woman to chairm this committee.
prevent its being looted. One of his first tasks
W. Leonard Lee '61 is associateprofessor of
this summer was to help remove those sand
theatre and communication arts at Memphis
bags.
Allen H. Aardsma '69 has recently joined (Tenn.) State University. He holds a Ph.D. degree
from the University of Wisconsinat Madison.
The most noteworthy finds of previous exthe staff of the American HospitalAssociation
ElisabethTalsma '62 Bakker is a learning discavations were exquisitely-crafted
pieces of
and has assumed the positions as director for
abilities teacher in the Maurice-OrangeCity, Iowa
glassware. Buys' group spent most of the
the American Society of Hospital Purchasing
•community schools. Her husband Coenraad is disummer excavatingthe hull of the ship, which
and Materials Management and staff
Chris Buys
rector of computer services at NorthwesternColhad been untouchedin past summers. They
specialist for materials management in the
lege.
discovered more glass, gold coins, bronze
Association'sDivision of Management Effec- Robert F. Hansen, J.D. '62 has been selectedto
spearheads, many amphorae,and even some
appear in the second edition of Who's Who in
tiveness.
wicker baskets.
American Law. Robert and his wife Marilyn are
Aardsma previously held positionsas
Generally the team made two dives a day to
supervisorof supply, processingand distribu- attorneys in private practicein Paso Robles, Calif.
Dr. Paul S. Hesselink '62, associateprofessor of
the 103 foot depth. Their task was to fan away
tion at Park Ridge Hospitalin Rochester,New
music at Longwood College, Farmville, Va., has
the sand with their hands, expose the relics,
John H. Jeffries '65 of Glastonbury, Conn, York, and director of purchasing at Myers
been granted leave for the 1978-79 academic year,
tag for identification, photograph and finally has been elected assistant secretaryof the
Community Hospital in Sodus, N. Y. Prior to in order to accept a position as visitingassociate
remove them to the surface. Cuts on the
Hartford Variable Annuity Life Insurance
his hospital experience,he was involved in
professof music in the divisionof organ and church
hands and fingers were commonplace.To
Company, a member of the Hartford Insur- marketing to the health care field, both as a music at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
avoid the bends, on the way up divers stopped ance Group.
pharmaceutical sales representative,
and as a Esther Su '62 Ho's nine-year-old son has passed
off at a decompression stop ten feet below the
He administers HVA's management serhis college entrance exam and will be enrolling in
medical/surgical
suppliesrepresentativefor
barge.
vices, which include all activitiesof the special Johnson & Johnson. He has completed course some math courses at the University of
"We spent about 25 minutes at the bottom accounts and conservation units.
work and thesis researchfor a master'sdegree Washington.
The Rev. Shenvin Weener '62 is pastor of Fellowduring each dive. And then we spent a lot of
Jeffries joined the Hartford Company in
at Syracuse University.
ship Reformed Church in Muskegon, Mich.
time just hanging around," is the way Buys 1970. He was promotedto administrativeasAardsma’s new responsibilities include
B. J. Berghorst '63 was directorof public relations
describes the process.
sistant in 1973, manager in 1975 and director providing direction and support for the 1,200
and theatre management for the Hope Summer
Living conditionsin the camp were primi- of HVA management services in 1977.
member society, and serving as a consultant Repertory Theatrefor his third season.
tive. At the beginning of the expeditionthere
He holds a master's degree from Michigan and resource specialist in materialsmanage- ElizabethHuston '63 Papa is vice president of T.
was no refrigeration and hence a limitedva- State University and is married to the former ment for the American Hospital Association G. Makmy, Inc., fireplacedistributors.
riety of available food.
Barbara Johnson '65.
The Rev. Donald Vuurens '63 and his wife Florin Chicago.

Harvey Hoekstra, '45 Ph.D., was

I

handicapped.

1950's
Donald E. DeWitt '50, M.D., is present-electof
the Michigan Academy of Family Physicians.
to accept a full-timeposition as the minister of The
Reformed Church of Oradell, Fla. Bamerd was the Oswald H. Ganley '50, Ph.D., U.S. foreign ser-
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education and psychology, heads St. Andrew’s
unique program in educating the orthopedically
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John Faas 73 was appointed physical directorof
in the Hope College English department.
Jane B. Schreuder 70 has been named manager of the Findley (Ohio) Y.M.C.A.
Luis Destenfano Gifford 73 is working on his
consumer research for Kellogg's of Battle Creek,
Reading,Mass.
M. A. in sociological
and educational researchar the
Jerry L. Grissen '68 was promoted and transfered Mich.
Herbert J. Thomas III 70 completedorthopedic Universidad Pedasogica, Bosota, Colombia.
to Little Rock, Ark. where he is the security manager for Safeway Stores, Inc., with responsibility surgery residency at the University of Vermont. He J. C. Huizenga 73 is a managing and founding
partner of Computer-PixUnlimited, Chicago. The
will study hand surgery this fall in Paris, followed
for stores in a six state area.
company specializesin computer portraits.
John (Jeff) Hollenbach '68, M.D., is practicing by sports medicine in Atlanta, Ga. during the
Harold Modrow 73 presented a paper on drugs as
spring term.
plastic and reconstructivesurgery, specializingin
hand surgery, with Drs. Yost, Kempkers and Seb- Charles 70 and Jean Taylor 70 VanEngen com- a discriminative stimuli at the first International
pleted a year of study in Amsterdam, the Nether- Symposiumon Drugs, held in Brussels this sumright of Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Rev. Robert Huizenga'68 is associatepastor lands.Jean studied piano while Chuck was enrolled mer.
The Rev. William A. Peddie 73 is pastor of
in the departmentof missiology and evangelism at
at Covenant Reformed Church, Muskegon
the Free University. Church was awarded the doc- Cercsco (Mich.) Baptist Church.
Heights, Mich.
Benjamin W. Nykamp '68, M.D., is startinga torandus degree, a pre-doctoratestatusin the Euro- Jocelyn Peterson 73 is a supervisor of the anadermatologypracticein Grand Haven, Mich., after pean education system. The VanEngens have re- lytical laboratory of the Western Mineral Returned to missionary work in Tapachula, Chiapas, sources Division, U.S. Geological Survey in Palo
completingtwo years of service in the U.S. Air
Alto, Calif.
Mexico.
Force.
Eric Witherspoon70 is teaching high school En- Laurence Peterson 73 received a Ph.D. in imLinda Turinsky '68 Wageveld is working for
munology from Marguette' University and is beglish at Crown Point (Ind.)High School.
Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich.
Joseph dellly 71 is a partner in a Sacramento, ginning a post-doctoral fellowship in cellularimLloyd Compton '69 is a supervisor for a Big
munology at Jewish Hospital of St. Louis.
Calif,law firm.
Dutchmanfirm in Cummings,Ga.
James Rauwerdink 73 tests agriculturaltractors
Paula Raab '69Farquharson is an unemployment Allen Lee Garbrecht 71 has formed a law
for Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis.
partnership in Battle Creek, Mich. A graduate of
insurance reviewing examiner for the New York
Richard K. Smith 73 has been admitted to UniState Department of Labor. She and her husband the University of Toledo School of Law, he was
previously Calhoun County (Mich.) assistantpros- versity of Michigan doctoral program in English.
are active in local church and community theatreRoger Straw 73 is a Ph.D. candidate in psychology
ecutor, heading a Medicaidunit.
groups.
Bonney Miller '69 Forbes has completeda year- Ann Wildgen 71MerkIe is the young adult libra- at NorthwesternUniversity, where he has a fellowship.
long grant throughthe Boulder, Colo. Art Associa- rian at the Kalamazoo, Mich, public library.
Vicki TenHaken 73 has joined Herman Miller,
Bart Merkle 71 is associatedean of students at
tion to put art in public buildings. She created a
Inc., Zeeland, Mich, as professional employment
large piece of photographic soft-sculpturefurniture Kalamazoo (Mich.) College.
Richard Patmos 71 has been promoted to the rank representative.
for the BoulderPublic Library Children's Section
and documented 10 artists at work in their studies, of captainin the U.S. Air Force,stationedat Sawyer Debbie VanTuinen 73 exhibited printsas part of
a two-personart show in Grand Haven, Mich.
AFB, Mich, as an electronicwarfare officer.
an effort which may result in the publishing of a
book. Presently Bonney is pursuingher art as a Carol Ludwick 71 Powers is teaching childbirth Beverly A. Bache 74 is employed by Newsweek
magazine in Livingston, N.J.
preparation classesin Iron Mountain, Mich.
photographerin mixed-media.
Wendell J. Hyink '69, M.D., is entering private Daniel B. Powers M.D. 7l joined a three-man Martha Blocksma, M.A. 74 counsels cancer patients and their familiesand is discharge planner at
practicein family medical care and anesthesiology family practice in Iron Mountain,Mich, after completing a three-year residency in family practiceat Provincial Hospital, Lansing, Mich. Martha is
in Cadillac,Mich.
working with Drs. Tucker and Lo, who have created
St. Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
John Suwa Traylor 71 and Hope College Profes- their own hospice to provide group suppon for
1970's
patientsand their families.
sor Anthony Kooikerprovided violin and harpisulianna Helen Eleanora Beretz 70, having stud: chord music at the dedication of a new library in Timothy John Buis 74 is the minister of outreach
at CalvaryReformed Church, Cleveland, Ohio.
Byron Center, Mich.
ied one year in Budapest, Hungary on leave of
absence from her teaching position in Bound Brook, Randy Cain 72 has been promoted to controllerof Mark Dargene 74 is a senior dental student.
John Hoftiezer 74 is completinghis Ph.D. in
N.J., has received a second year's leave to continue Ham's Data Service, Whitefish Bay, Wis.
M ark Olthoff 72 is family services coordinator for nuclear physics at Rice University in Houston.
her studies.
The Rev. Richard M. Borst 70 is pastor of the Starr Commonwealthfor Boys in Van Wert, Ohio. The Rev. Gregg A. Mast 74 was installedas
Louise Hughes 72 Davies will enter a two-year pastor of the Second Reformed Church, Irvington,
Mason County Reformed Church, Ludington,
actingcou rse at Studio '68 of Theatre Arts, London. N.J.. He is continuing work on his Ph.D. in theolMich.
Thomas A. Bos 70 has been appointed varsity Margret Kleis 72 Straw finishedher clinical psy- ogy at Drew University.
John Mayo 74, D.D.S., is stationedwith the navy
chologyinternship. She is assistantprofessor of
girls' swim coach at Holland(Mich.) High School.
in San Diego.
He will continue to coach varsity boys' swimming. psychologyat- Roosevelt University, Chicago.
David A. Dustin 73 earned a master of interna- Mary Millard 74 Mayo is writing her doctoral
Jill Risser 70Healy is teaching elementary school
thesisin biologicalchemistry, enrolled in the Uniin Ridgewood, N.J. but still livingin and enjoying tional management degree from American
versity of Michigan.
Graduate
School
of
International
Management,
Manhattan.
The Rev. Stephen M. Norden 74 is minister of
Barbara Skidmore 70 Mezeske is an instructor Glendale, Ariz.

ence celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary in Donald Troost '67 has been named associate
June. The Vuurens have been serving the Leighton minister at Old South United MethodistChurch,
United MethodistChurch, Caledonia, Mich, since
January.
James E. DeVries '64 received the Doctor of Edu-

doss
notes

cation degree in social science education from Ball
State University.
'64 and Pat Elzerman '66 Eenigenburg and

Paul

their children are spendingthe 1978-79 academic
year at the University of Delaware.Paul is on sabbatical

leave from Western MichiganUniversity to

do research in mathematics.
Dr. Earl S. Johnson, Jr. '64 published an article,

"Mark 10:46-52:Blind Bartimaeus,"in

Catholic

Quarterly r April, 1978. Earl is the pastor of
First Presbyterian Church in Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Biblical

The Rev. Stephen E. Morse '64 is pastor of
WestminsterPresbyterian Church of Rogers City,
Mich.
Lucille Wood '64 Nagelkirk is a substitute
teacher in Holland, Mich.
Glenn W. Pietenpol '64 is a trust officer at Citizens Trust and Savings Bank, South Haven, Mich.
He is a graduate of the National Graduate Trust
School.

Ruth Rikkers

'65

Galbraith has moved with her

family to Pittsburgh where she is working toward

an M.S.W. at the University of Pittsburgh. Her
husband is also working and studying at the University of Pittsburgh.
Suzanne P. Radliff '65 Sather is assistantprofesspeech and theatreat Midland LutheranCol-

sor of

lege, Fremont, Neb.

Walter Bruinsma '66 has been electedpresidentof
Chapter82 of the Instituteof Financial Education.
Patrick Eaman '66 is a commericallines representative for VanderMolen Insurance Agency in Grand
Haven, Mich.
Albert McGeehan '66 is a councilman-at-large in
Holland, Mich.
Dr. Cheryl Peterson '66 is administrator of EducationalDay Care Center in Jacksonville,III.
Rev. Donald Plantinga '66 is pastor of Trinity
Reformed Church, Pella,Iowa.
John Drugg '67 is pursuingdoctoral studies in
science education at Columbia University, New
York.
Nancy Erickson '67 is attending Yale Law School
on a full tuition scholarship.
Lois Hiemstra '67 is directorof consultation and
education at Blue Ridge Mental Health Center,
Charlottesville,Va.
James F. Moored '67 is financialaid directorat
Ferris State College, Big Rapids, Mich.
Judith Tanis '67 Parr has accepted a position as
administrative assistantfor the Ohio Board of Regents in Columbus.
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deaths
Elmer Den Herder '30, retiredfarmer and Iowa
State Representative, died unexpectedlyin Sioux
Center, Iowa, on June 2, 1978.
Mr. Den Herder had been activein civic affairs
and the Reformed Church in America. He served
for 22 years as a member of the Iowa House of
Representatives. He operated a centuryfarm that
was establishedby his father.
Survivors include his wife, Christine; two sons,
Paul and Phil; and two daughters, Mary Vande
Berg and Carol.

DeWeerd '37 died in Holland, Mich, on
August 19, 1978.
Mr. DeWeerd was a supervisor at Hart and
Cooley Mfg. Co. of Holland and was active in local

Irvin H.

civic

organizations.

He is survived by his wife Loretta and
Mrs. James Borowski.

The Rev. Matt

J.

Duven

a

daughter

'04, the oldest living

Hope graduate and Reformed Church in America
minister, died on August 28, 1978, in a Hudsonville, Mich, rest home at the age of 99. He was also
the oldest graduate of Western Theological Seminary.

Mr. Duvot had been a trustee of Central College, Pella, Iowa for 27 years. He retiredas stated
the West Sioux Classisin Iowa in 1952. He
served as the pastor of many Reformed Churchesin

clerk of

the Midwest. The Rev. & Mrs. Duven moved to
Zeeland, Mich, in 1957 following retirement from
the active ministry.
Mrs. Duven, the former Lena Keppel '02, pro-

ing Program in Grand Rapids, transferringto

Hope

Holland Furnace Co.
He was elected to the State Senate for the 23rd
Michigan District in 1951 to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Sen. Frank McKee of North Muskegon. He served through 1964.
While in the Senate, Geerlings was chairman of
the taxation committee,the legislativecommittee
of the House and Senate, vice chairman of the
committee studying the .St. Lawrence Seaway and
also a member of a special Senate toll road commit-

culty from 1952 until his retirement in 1969, serv-

teams.

He
College's ASTP program to teach physics from
1943^44. From 1944-46 he was personnel director '67.

is

survived by his wife Bette and a son Adrian ing as chairman of the history and political science
department,later setting up-the departmentof

tee.

Albert H. Timmer '23, long-time professor and
director of admissions at Hope College, died on
Sept. 15, 1978 in Holland, Mich, at the age of 82.'
Professor Timmer was bom in Holland and
graduated from Hope Preparatory School in 1919.
After graduating from Hope College, he earned his
master's degree at the University of Michigan.
He was a teaching fellow at NorthwesternUniversity,where he did graduate study and spent two
summers doing graduate work at the University of

public administration and political science from
Columbia University and a bachelor of divinitydegree from Presbyterian Seminary, Louisville,Ky.
In 1925 he marriedFrieda Gunneman and they
went to China as missionaries and lived in Nanking
and Hangchow for two years before being driven
out by the armies of Chiang Kai-shek. On returning
to the U.S. Van Putten enrolled in graduate studies
in

at

headmasterof Kodaikanal School for American

ratory School for two years and was professor of

children.In 1932 they returned to the U.S. via early

Latin at Hope College for 22 years. He served as the

internationalairplane flights.

he served as a Sunday school teacher and was an

m.

pher.

elder.
He was a World War

joined the Navy and served on Admiral Halsey's

grandchildren, three sisters and two brothers.
a
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After receivinghis doctorate in internationalre-

lationsfrom the University of Chicago in 1934, he
retirement in 1964.
A member of Holland's Hope Reformed Church, became dean of BlackburnCollege in Carlinville,

I veteran and a member of
He and his wife, the fonner Ardean Van Arendonk '27, celebrated their 50th wedding anniver- the American Legion. He also held membership in
sary in August.Also surviving are two daughters, the American Association of College Registrarsand
Ann Geerlings '58 Fleischerand Mary Jo Geerlings AdmissionsOfficers.
Professor Timmer and his wife) the late Esther
'53 Bergstrom.
Koops '25 Timmer, had been married for 54 years.
Barbara Geeting 78 was killed in an automobile
Surviving are two daughters, Joyce Timmer '46
accident on July 17, 1978 near Hart, Mich, while Seaman and Lois Timmer '51 Appledorn ; two sons,
vacationing with her grandparents, who were also
Chester and Albert Timn^er II '62; also 14

in the accident.
At Hope Miss Geeting was

i

the University of Chicago. In 1928, the couple

Chicago.
Professor Timmer taught in the Hope Prepa-

College'sdirectorof admissions from 1947 until his

-4

travelledto India where he served for two years as

While in Hollandhe was a member of Hope
Reformed Church and served on its consistory; a
member of Holland Rotary Club, Holland Professional Club and was a past directorof the Holland
Tulip Festivaland the Holland Bulb Growers' Association. He was a member of the American
Alumni Council and the American College Public
Relations Council. He was also an avid photogra-

killed

t

science.
After graduation from Hope, he earned degrees

political

at

German major hold-

John H. Timmer '29 died on September 13, 1978
ing membership in Delta Phi Alpha, German Honceeded him in death in 1973. He is survived by
in Holland, Mich, following an apparent heart ators Society. She was also a member of the women's
several nephews and nieces.-includingGladys
tack.
basketball team and Sigma Iota Beta sorority.
- Moerdyk '38 Hoffman.
He was born in Holland and held a master's
She is survived by her parents, Mr. & Mrs.
degree from Western MichiganUniversity. His 44
Harry Geeting of Fremont, Mich.
Clyde H. Geerlings '27, former Michigan State
A memorial fund has been established at Hope year teaching career was spent in Grand Rapids,
Senatorand Hope College faculty member, died
Mich., Chicago, and Holland.
College.
September 3, 1978 in Bloomington,Minn., a VicSurviving are his wife Grace; two daughters,
Adrian Slikkers '40 died on July 31, 1978, in
Mrs. Donald (Alice)Boender and Mrs. Robert
tim of cancer. He was associated with Hope from
1946-59,as professor of mathematicsand physics South Haven, Mich, following a lingering illness. (Esther) Koops and a son. Jay.
Mr. Slikkers was an educator in South Haven
and directorof alumni and public relations.
Clarence W. Van Liere '47 died on Sept. 10, 1978
Bom in Holland,he was a graduate of Holland retiring from the principalshipof L. C. Mohr High in Muskegon, Mich, following an apparent stroke.
High School. He took graduate work at the Univer- School in 1977.
Mr. Van Liere was an instructor at Muskegon
He was activein community affairs, educational Business College. Surviving are his wife, Geralsity of Michigan and New York College for
Teachers. From 1928 until 1937 he taught mathe- circles, and the Reformed Church in America. Mr.
dine; also a daughter Barbara, and son William, and
Slikkers held a master's degree from Western
matics in the Lowville (N.Y.) Academy and Port
a sister Cora Van Liere '31 Schripsema.
Michigan University. During World War II he
Jefferson High School, Long Island, N.Y.
served in the United States Navy, commanding a James Dyke Van Putten '22 died on September
From 1937 to 1942 he taught physics and
PC boat in the Caribbean and South Pacific. While 14, 1978 in Holland, Michigan.
aeronautics at HollandHigh School. During 1942Dr. Van Putten was a member of the Hope faat Hope he was a member of the basketballand golf
43 he taught aeronautics as part of the Naval Train'

At the beginning of World War

II,

Van Putten

j
r

World War II, he served as dean of
Park College, Parkville,Mo. for a year.
From 1947 until 1952, he was with the U.S.
Foreign Service, serving in Peking as U.S. Consul
and directorof U.S. Information Service, the same
staff. Following

positionin Seoul, Korea and after the beginning of
the Korean Conflict,was transferred to Taipai,

(
t

Taiwan.
Surviving are his wife; a son, James Dyke

Van

Putten, Jr. '55, professor of physics at Hope; and a
daughter, Barbara '57.

A Memorial Fund in Dr. Van Putten’s memory
has been establishedat Hope College.
Dr. Frank E. Visscher '34 died on July 20, 1978 in

Kalamazoo,Mich, following a lingering illness.
Dr. Visscher receivedboth a master's and a Ph.D.
degree from Purdue University. He was a
biochemist and held the patent on the drug pamine.
used in the treatment of peptic ulcers.He was associateprofessor of physiology at Auburn Univer1
sity and contributed many articles for scientific publication.

His wife Jean Bosnian '34 Visscher preceeded

him

in death in 1969. Survivors include a son. Dr.

Ronald B. Visscher '69; a daughter, Joanne
Visscher '64 Christensen; a sister, Mary Visscher
'24 Verduin;and a brother, Dr. Maurice B.
Visscher '22.

J

youth and education at Second Reformed Church;
Kalamazoo,Mich.
BarbaraJo Nylander '74 Poetter was promoted to
advertisingproduction manager for Wallaces
Farmer, a magazine circulatedin Iowa and owned
by American Broadcasting Co. Headquarters are in
Oak Brook, 111.
Ron Rewerts '74 is pastor of Hope Reformed
Church, West Bend, Wis. He is working on his
Th.M. degree from Trinity Evangelical Divinity
!

School.

Carol Hoekstra '75 Echenique

social

worker's

archeology.

Mary Modrow

Elizabeth L. Hands '75 is working toward her
M.B.A. degree at Tulane University Business
School,

New

Orleans.
is

a

to

rehabilitation
instructorfor the

is

'74 is a financialanalyst for
Citicorp Leasing, Inc., Des Plaines, 111.

graduate of the University of Michigan Dental

111.

of Kwangju Christian Hospital, Kwangju
nam, Korea.

23 boys.

Michele White
in

College of Business, Grand Valley State Colleges.

Myron Schmidt

ValerieWinslow '77 Bartels is a computer proNebraska State rehabilita- grammer for AllstateInsurance Co., Northbrook,

School in Brewton,Ala. He is the athletic director,
head football and basketballcoach, and dorm parent

enrolled in Seidman Graduate adult blind at the Central Association for the Blind
in Utica, N.Y.
He is working at Keeler Brass Co., Grand Rapids. Raymond C. Lubberts '75, D.D.S.,is a 1978
'74

'75 is a

Kalamazoo,Mich.
tion counselor for the visually impaired.
E. Marie French '75 graduated from General Elec- Jill Morrone '75 Reynen is a reading specialist in
tric's Financial Managementtraining program in
the Kalamazoo,Mich, public schools.
1977 and is working as a product-cost analyst at
Ed Sanders '75 is a physical education, health and
G.E.'s Tiffin,Ohio plant.
driver'seducational instructorat SouthernNormal

Judi Lbebl '75

Dale A. Rice

is a

assistantat Bronson MethodistHospital,

'75

was a Spanish resource teacher

the migrant education program in Preston,

Md.

past summer. She has resumed her Spanish
teaching positionat North Carolina High School in
this

Denton, Md. for the 1978-79 year.
Claire VanderMeulen '75 is working toward her

School and received specialhonors in pediatric
Pearl Stark '74 Schmidt is teaching composition, dentistry.He has accepted a voluntary mission as- master's degree in college student personnel at
speech and literature at a high school in Mundelein, signmentfor six months to the dental department Michigan State University, where she is also a

r

Rosaan Spurgis '74 Teshina is a computer programmer for West Shore Community College in
Branch, Mich.
Kathy VanderMolen '74 Vollmer is a personal
lines representativefor VanderMolen Insurance
Agency, Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Rev. William Boersma '75 is associatepastor
at Fellowship Reformed Church, Hudsonville,
Mich.
Carol Scheelenberg '75 Chase is a second year
student at Thomas Cooley Law School in Lansing,
Mich.
Edward R. Chavez '75 is a third year student at
the University of Illinois Dental School.

David S. Cluley '75 is a research chemistat
Amway Corp., Ada, Mich. David is pursuing a
master's of management degree at Aquinas College, Grand Rapids.
David DeKok '75 recently toured Haiti on foot,
horseback and motorbike, studying the people and
their culture.

Mary Koeppe

'75

Luidens

is

a

Chuun-

graduate advisor with the residence hall staff. She
recently published an article "How Parents of Cur-

third year medical

rent

student at the University of Michigan.

Students Can Personalize Admissions"in The

National Admissionsjournal. Clairewas a

Robert Luidens '75 is in a clinical pastoraleducation program with the chaplaincy staff of University Hospital, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Steve Mancinelli '75 is with Contemporary Dancers of Kentucky,a professional modern dance,
company. This past summer Steve was the choreog-

of

member

111.

Buelow '77 Becker is teaching in the Grant,
Mich, public school system.

Janet

Mark Brown

'77

is

an engineer at Prime

Computer

Co., Framingham, Mass.

Thomas M. Dykstra

'77 is a health physicistwith
the Michigan Department of Public Health,

RadiologicalHealth Division in Lansing, Mich.
Coast Guard apprentice,

Donald G. Elferink'77,

graduated from Boatswain's Mate-PortSecurity
school at the Coast Guard Reserve Training center,

Yorktown, Va.
Rene Gerber '77 has begun M.A.R. study at Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg,Va.
James Hess '77 is a student at Michigan State
University's College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Paul Kragt '77 is a student at the Western Theological Seminary in Holland, Mich.
Peter Morse '77
of Law.

is

attending Chicago Kent College

the Hope College admissions staff at the time the

John Petrovich '77 is a teacher at the Orleans
was written.
ElementarySchool, Belding, Mich.
Gordon J. Alderink '76 has completed a two year Rick VanDerMeulen '77 is a sales correspondent
physical therapy program and was certified by the
for Baker Furniture, Inc., Holland, Mich.
Mayo FoundationSchool of Health Related SciNancy Warren '77 has moved from Puerto Rico,
ences, Rochester, Minn.
where she was teaching, to Michigan,
rapher for the University of Kentucky's production Kim N. Baker '76 is a Western Seminary intern at
Jeff Waterstone '77 is working in the customer
of Handel's opera Susanna. His own balletThree
BahrainEvangelical Church in Bahrain, Arabian
servicesand sales departmentat Hart and Cooley,
will be performed this fall.
Gulf.
Holland, Mich.
Barbel Thoens- '75 Masghati is beginning Ph.D. Lydia Huttar '76 Brown is a teacher of English as a Conley A. Zomermaand '77 is attending New
studiesin German at Ohio State University in Col- second language at Boston University.
Brunswick (N.J.) Theological Seminary.
umbus.
BeverlyKerlikowske '76Daane is beginning her Beverly Gibson '78 Baker is a teacher at the BahMargo Merchant'75 has been promoted to man- third year as a news reporter and producerwith
rain MissionSchool in the Arabian Gulf,
ager of compensationand administration for the
WOTV, an NBC affiliate in Grand Rapids, Mich. Kathy Butts '78 will attend Wycliffe Bible TransDenticonDivision of American Hospital Supply
James A. Diephuis '76 is an associate programmer lators' Instituteof Linguisticsin Dallas, Tex. in
Corp., Chicago.
for IBM in Minnesota.
January.
Susan Michel '75 is residing in Greece under a
Gerry Frazier '76 and his wife have moved to a new Max Duncan '78 is a first year student at Chicago
college program specializing
in study of classics and
home in CornwellsHeights, Pa.
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Susan Northuis '76 Liang is a specialeducation Janet Gabriel '78 is working in the personnel deteacher in the Edwardsburg,Mich, public schools. partment of the American National Bank,
Janet Loveless '76 is a petroleumgeologist with Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mobil Oil Corp. in New Orleans, La.
Bradford Helmus '78 is attending the University
Mahmood Masghati '76 is employed at OCLC in of Michigan Engineering School.
Columbus, Ohio.
Karen Kirschner '78 is a directory consultant
Barbara Bobeng '76 Moreau teaches 2nd grade in
teacher of the Fairview Elementaryschool reading
Jenison, Mich, public schools.
program, Alpena, Mich.
and their qualifications. ProspectiveemBill Moreau '76 teaches senior high English at
Deborah Lupkes '78 is teaching art to lst-12th
ployers may respond to the Alumni Office,
HaijiiltonHigh School.
grade students in Hebron, 111. She is also coaching
referringto the ads by number.
Beverly Kinoshita '76 Patton is sales secretaryat basketball.
After supplying your name, address and
Seneca Steel Corp., Buffalo, N.Y. and a volunteer
Debra Mallory '78 is an elementary school teacher
phone number to individuals who inquireinto for "Literacy.Volunteers," a national program for in Zeeland, Mich.
your ad, the Alumni Office also notifies you teaching English to foreigners on a tutorialbasis. Lynn A. Cuti '78 Mast is teaching elementary
by mail that an inquiry has been made. From James Ritcheske '76 is working at UARCO, Inc. in learning disabilities at Spring Lake public schools.
Toledo, Ohio.
there, you're on your own!
Anthony Nieuwkoop '78 is attending graduate
"News from H^ope College" and "The Hope Janet Anderson '76Toomes is a personnel staf- school at the University of Michigan.
fing specialist for the U.S. Civil Service Commis- Allen Shedd '78 is a technical representative for
College Magazine" are published a total of
sion Bureau of Recruiting and Examining in
the photo products departmentof the Dupont Co.
seven times per year. Ads will be printedtwice
Washington, D.C.
He is assigned to the Western Michigan district.
-unless we receivea stop-order.Ads may be
Robert C. Verduin '76 is a member of the Ford Jeff Siderius'78 reportshe is having a good time in
resubmitted.
Motor Co. Finance Staff, Internal Audit Departthe Rockies while "occasionally studying law" at
If you have a job opportunity for any of the ment in Dearborn,Mich.
the University of Denver Law School.
following employment seekers please contact Kathy Brinks '76 Waterstone is administrative
Gail DeWitt '78 Soderstrom is a social rehabilitathe Alumni Office today.
assistantto the controller of U.S. Operationsat
tion worker at NorthwesternNursing Center,
Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland,Mich.
Evanston, 111.
Janet Wertz '76 is a personnel and payroll assistantMary Ellen Wemette '78 is a graduate student in
team of national fast food franchise desires position in at Wayne State University's Computing Center. biochemistry at the University of Wisconsin, Madimanagementof college or college union food services. David Wiest '76 is a second year medical student at son .
Willingto
.
the University of Michigan MedicalSchool. Janet Young '78 is teaching elementaryschool in
133 Biologymajor with Master's in Outdoor Education,
Hideo Yamazaki '76 has returned to Japan after Hudsonville, Mich.
seeking interesting and challenging
employment, preferably involving the natural sciences, outdoor educa- completing his studiesat Central MichiganUniver- ShirleyYzenbaard'78 is teaching English at the
South Haven (Mich.) Junior High School.
tion or any outdoor recreational pursuits. Concerned
article

career corner
The Alumni Office provides "Career
Corner,"

a

want ad service for alumni seeking

employment and for alumni seeking employees. Ads are printed anonymously and
without charge in "News from Hope College"
and "The Hope College Magazine."
Alumni employers with job openings are
invited to submit ads (50 words maximum)
describingtheir personnel needs. Alumni
feel they qualify for the job may respond
to the Alumni Office, referring to the add by

who

number.

OR—
!

Alumni who
may submit ads
ing the type of

permanent jobs
maximum) describemployment they're seeking
are seeking

(50 words

128

Adventurous 1972 PoliticalScience graduatewants
U.S.A. after teaching in Jordanand
Indonesia. Offers employer global experience in human
relationsand creative personality. Seeks interesting positionin business (personnel, marketing,travel),education (university student personnel, outdoor education),
or an international service organization
(development,
relief,environmentalcontrol). Homecomingexpected
by late summer.Willing to reside in any state.
130 '67 graduate. M.B.A. from Grand Valley State Colleges, presently working for D.B.A. at Georgetown
University. Extensive managementexperiencein various corporations, teaching assistant at Grand Valley
State. Desire high levelcorporate position on East Coast.
131 '77 Graduate,Biology major, looking for experience
in the world of natural resources. Possesses surveying
skills and broad knowledgeof plants and soils. Any type
of out-of-door
Biological work would be greatly appreciated. Cheerfuland responsible.
132 1969 graduate with 7 years experience in college and
college union food service, presently on management
to resettlein the

relocate.

promoting in others an awarenessand appreciation
of natural environments.
with

134

1972 graduate,

M.A. in

PoliticalScience.

Work ex-

perience with state and localgovernment

and free-lance
writing. Have studied in the Middle East and have
graduatelevel knowledge of United Nations.Seeking
challenge.of private industry in governmentalrelations,
public affairs,public relations or journalism.
Willing to
relocate.

135

'77 Graduate,Psychologymajor, seeking position as
counselorin social service setting. Past experienceas
intern in psychiatric hospital in Detroit. Will be seeking
admissionto MSW program at Grand ValleyState.

am job hunting and would like to have the following want ad
appear in the next Hope, College publication:

I

*No more than 50

Name

words

___ _
_
_

Address

City, State, Zip

Telephone Number

"Please type

__
_

__
_

Year

_

__

shy.

Psalmist David:

'Frail

Grass and Firm Tree'
continued from page 12

medieval art closely enough to make some
further conjecturesreasonable.The likeness
resis- to a water scene suggests that Brailes may
tant to full explanation,is an idea that first
actually have been adapting a common illusmade its appearance in the pictorial tradition tration for Psalm 69 (not one of the penitenaround 1250 and grew to something approach- tials), which begins, "Save me, O God, for the
ing popularityin the fifteenth century.
waters are come in unto my soul. I sink in
I have enumeratedmore than fifty examdeep mire, where there is no standing."Some
ples of this variant pose and believe it deserves exegetes of the time interpreted"deep mire"
some attention(which it has never received) to refer to the body — made from dust — which
as a distinct image whose implicationswe
bogs us down in sin. It is significant, though,
must seek to understand.
that Psalm 69 speaks of deliverance,and in
A thirteenth-centuryEnglish artist, W. de fact it is one of the psalms closely associated
Brailes, paintedin two different manuscripts a
with Christ. Or Brailes may allude even more
pictureof David buried to his waist, with
directly to the theme of resurrection,
fpr that
hands raised in supplicationto God. In one
same pose is seen in paintingsof the Last
instance,a heavenly figure bends down to
Judgment, when the dead rise out of graves at
give him aid. Brailes has an odd way of draw- the trumpet's sound.
ing the earth in wavy lines, so that if you saw
To be a bit surer about this line of interprea black-and-white photograph of the painting
tation, it would be nice to find some literary
you might easily take it to be of a man sinking text setting forth David as a symbol of resurin the sea. But the waves are brown, and in
rection(whether Christ's or ours). Joseph in
one of the books Brailes adds in the margin a the pit, Daniel in the den, Jonah in the fish
version of the Bathsheba story in which tem- all these belong to standard typology; David is
porary burial is the king's assigned punishmore questionable.Yet Brailes had too many
ment. By rights he should die (see 2 Sam.
followers for the whole thing to be just his
12:5, 13), but that sentence is mitigated,and own eccentricity.
there is a promise that God will lift him out.
The question remains, then. What does it
We have, in fact, once again the pattern of mean ? What clue will open up for us an appardeath and resurrection.
ently forgottenpath to additional perceptions

where he dies in order to live.
Most curious of all, and so far most

—
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Trail Grass and Firm Tree'
The following is a report on study which Dr. and aspectsof a story which the artists find
Huttar conductedthis summer in England most attractive may vary greatly from one age
to the next, revealing to us as much about
under a Hope College Retinoid faculty deeach different cultureas about the meaning of
velopmentgrant and funding from the
American PhilosophicalSociety.Parts of this the scriptural text. And often we find, in a
play or poem or picturewhich develops a bireport representa condensed verblical story, not only expandednarrativedesion of material which will soon appear in an

Samuel, however, was the tradition which
very early identified Psalm 51 as David's

psalm of penitence after the Bathsheba affair.
By the time of St. Augustineor soon after,
this psalm had become classified as one of a
group of psalms especially suited for recitation by penitents(the others being 6, 32, 38,
tails but also directly interpretiveelements, 102, 130, and 143).
essay, “Frail Grass and Finn Tree -..David as a
This meant that autobiographicaldetails
Model of Repentance in the Middle Ages and gleaned perhaps from a sermon or a commentary. Part of the fascination of studying such appearing in the psalms, especially the peniEarly Renaissance
to be published in the
forthcoming The David Myth in Western Lit- works of art lies in the effort to recapture
tentials, could guide storytellers in their deerature (Purdue University Press). Dr. Hut- some lost insight or emphasis, some forgotten scriptions of David's repentance. The most
tar hopes to continue his researchin England angle from which to look at the everimportant of these were referencesto grievabsorbing subjectof man, fallen and being
next summer.
ous sickness, especially in Psalms 6 and 38,
redeemed.
and to David's calling to God "out of the
Among the stories most often retold, those depths" (Psalm 130) or his being in a cave
of David hold high rank. A boy-hero, himself (143). Possibly related to the latter are nuBy Charles A. Huttar
an artist, he played many roles: shepherd,
merous referencesin other psalms to having
healer, warrior, lover, king, grieving father, fallen into a pit, or being brought up out of a
The stories in the Bible have been a rich
murderer (with his "hit man") — displaying, pit.
source for writers and artists from early .
In ancient Jewish rabbiniclore there is a
in short, a remarkable range of human betimes. Sparing as they were in detail,
the sacred writers left it to readers' imagina- havior. The story of David and Bathsheba was story that David once in a moment of pride
of special interest during the Middle Ages and asked God to put him to the test, that he might
tion to fill in much of the setting,
be known to rank alongside Abraham as one
early Renaissance. The story is given in II
dialog, action, and motive. Nor was who was faithful. In reply, God sent Satan in'
Samuel 11 and 12.
such amplificationconsidered frivolous:it
helped the devout reader "get into" the text
If David, who sinned so grievously,could the form of a bird, so beautifulthat it drew
and better understand its meaning for him.
be restoredthrough penance and go down in David on as it flew away, until coming to rest
Writers and artists took the further step of
historyas a man after God's own heart, then on a wicker canopy under which Bathsheba
embodying their imaginings in fresh creative no person need despair. Such was the message was bathing. David shot an arrow but missed
works which could suggest to their audience of countless medieval sermons. David was a the bird, shatteringthe canopy, seeing
directions for deeper understanding. Even in
"frail stalk of grass" when he succumbed to Bathsheba, and at once falling violentlyin
later times, when the object of inquiry had
temptation, wrote a twelfth-century abbot, love. After the whole story of one sin comshifted from God to Man, creative minds conbut later he became "a firm tree . . through pounded by another, David repents and wanders in the wildernessfor three to twenty-two
penitence," which so "inflamed" him that
tinued to use biblical narrativesas a startingyears (depending on the version you read),
point in their explorationsof moral and
"he lay on the ground for seven days, not
psychologicalreality.
eating bread nor drinking water." This last returning to find that Absalom has seized the
We cannot look for a steady evolution from detail nicely illustrates the tendency for each throne. Part of his punishment during this
sparse Bible narrativesto fully developed
age to adapt the story to its own emphases, for time is six months of leprosy,with the result
that he is abandonednot only by his court but
in 2 Samuel David's fast is associatedwith
scenes, in which each artist over the ages has
contributed his bit. Instead, those portions
prayer for his sick child and not directly with by the Holy Spirit. Now there is no text that I
know of which would establish a link between
repentance, but in twelfth-centurypiety it
this story and either psalm imagery or mediewas typical of the outward acts required to
Dr. Huttar is professor of English, having
complete the spiritual process which begins val art, though Psalm 51 does contain the
joined the faculty in 1966. He holds the B.A
prayer, "Take not thy Holy Spirit from me/'
with a contrite heart.
from Wheaton College, and the M.A. and
But very prominent in the story are the motifs
Equally influential as the story in 2
Ph.D. from NorthwesternUniversity.
.

of grave sickness and exile in the wilderness,a

landscape usually visualizedas aboundingin
caves.

As to the leprosy, there are one or two
manuscript illustrations for Psalm 38 that
show a naked man whose body is covered with
sores, but this is not explicitly associated with
the narrativeof David's sin. There is also a
reference in Psalm 51 to being cleansedby the
use of hyssop, a plant associatedin Jewish
ceremonial law with various kinds of ritual
purification, including the restorationto the
community of a healed leper. It remained for
the devotionaltaste of a later age — just before
and during the Reformation — to exploitthe
spiritual symbolism of leprosy as sin. Thus
David's lapse came to be associated once again
with leprosy,though apparently in quite independent fashion,owing nothing to ancient
stories.

The picture of a repentant David praying in
the mouth of a cave is much commoner, in
both literature and art. It owes somethingto
other episodesin David's life, when he fled to
the wilderness from either Saul or Absalom
and hid in a cave. There are severalpsalms
traditionally connected with these experiences. It owes somethingalso to the beginnings of the monastic tradition, when holy
men would seek out a solitary life in the desert
caves of Judea and elsewhere. Thus David's
withdrawal in penance to the wilderness,
while beginning perhaps in rejection by the
community, quickly becomes a healthy solitude, demonstrating by humility that he has
learned his lesson and affording opportunity
for an encounter with God. Toward the end of
the period that concerns us, major poets such
as Francis Petrarchand Thomas Wyatt made a
special point of the cave setting for David's
repentance. Wyatt went further and drew in
the symbolism of cave as tomb, shaping the
king's penance and restorationafter a larger
pattern of death and resurrection.The cave is
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continued on page 11
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